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INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of requirements analysis (RA) for a successful product
development has been recognized in engineering design. However, it is
often seen as merely the initial step of the development process where the
customer places the order (Berkovich et al. 2009). According to Darlington
and

Culley

(2004),

processes

generally

applied

by

engineering

organizations are unstructured where every design agent operates
autonomously (i.e. ad-hoc approach). This empirical (experiential)
approach is a document driven development without a formalized modeling
and collaborative process. Broadly speaking, an effective and efficient RA
facilitates the process of identifying the appropriate requirements for the
product to satisfy a given customer need.
This thesis is related with RA activities in engineering design. More
specifically, we propose to address the RA process from a model-based
viewpoint to enhance the application of computer-aided design and
simulation at the conceptual stage.
In this chapter, the research in this thesis is introduced by first presenting
the research background and motivation. Section 1.2 then presents a set of
key terms that are necessary to communicate the scope and contributions of
the research work. The following section defines the research aim, stating
the research problem and research focus. The research approach and
methodology are described in Section 1.4. Finally, Section 1.5 gives an
overview of the structure of the thesis to guide in reading.

1.1

Background and Motivation

Engineering design projects has become multifaceted and has changed
dramatically. This has been in the form of an increase in product
complexity. Companies have also moved to smarter products that include
mechanical, electronic and software elements. Other critical dimensions of
product complexity include frequent development of methods and tools,
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constant time-to-market pressure, heavy price erosion and increased
product liability legislation (Huttunen et al. 2010, Moore 1999).
Likewise, the engineering processes have become more globally
distributed through a new business model of outsourcing and off shoring. It
is now entirely digitalized, but this form of digitalization is not yet evident
in the RA process. Furthermore, there is an influx of more novice engineers
with less experience and who think and work differently in more open and
collaborative ways into the industry (Eppinger, 2010).
In addition, knowledge available to us has exploded and has become a
contributing factor for RA and consequently, to competitiveness (Grady
2006, Hicks et al. 2002). Hoffmann and Lehner (2001) identified factors
contributing to best practices in RA and project success to include
knowledge. The need for specialization has exploded in step with the
competition and expanding knowledge scope. Therefore, a multidisciplinary
approach that necessitates integration to allow designers to engage in RA is
concurrently needed for project success (Gupta et al. 2007, Cooper et al.
1998,). Consequently, there is a greater need for assistance with
communication and information sharing, which can be facilitated through
computer use. This is the information age and computer technology has
shortened the time to relay information.
Furthermore, engineering design has been demonstrated to be a highly
social process. Indeed, there is a distinction between engineering work,
which occurs in the object-world and that of the social-world by some
researchers (e.g. Bucciarelli and Kuhn 1997). The former is concerned with
technical problem solving in engineering design, and the latter is with usermachine interactions (Robinson et al. 2005).
For an effective future complex product development, the requirements
have to have a balance between the technical viewpoint of designers and
the social viewpoint of users and customers (Castroa et al. 2002, Urquhart
2001,). Economic feasibility is another essential viewpoint. Engineering
design methodology (e.g. Cross 2008, Pahl and Beitz 2007, Roozenburg
and Eekels 1995), indeed promotes the generation of technically and
economically driven requirements. However, it lacks attention on the
complexity of large development projects and the social aspect of design. As
a result, the RA process must be examined more closely from a systems
perspective based on an understanding and application of systems theory
and practice.
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Substantial progress has been made in terms of methods, techniques and
tools for RA within engineering design. However, little attention has been
paid to the effectiveness of the process (Williams and Kennedy 1999). Even
though engineering design provides models, with the basis that problem
analysis precedes synthesis of solution (Pahl and Beitz 2007, Restrepo and
Christiaans 2004). This model has been ignored due to the creative nature
of design. Designers often begin designing before actually understanding
the stakeholders' requirements.
Furthermore,

RA

is

challenging

for

many

companies,

because

requirements are typically managed either manually using documents, or in
special-purpose systems that are disconnected from the rest of the product
design data. With these approaches, too much time is spent on building and
maintaining manually traceable requirements. There is also the lack of
visibility to customer needs during product development, and it is difficult
to validate the requirements.
RA for complex products is effectively covered in the Software and
Systems Engineering community (e.g. Blanchard and Fabrycky 2006, Hull
et al. 2005, Robertson and Robertson 1999, Stevens et al. 1998). Systematic
RA activities, implementation and verification are well defined with
extensive computational application, modeling and consideration for the
social aspect of design. However, it does not take very much into account
the technical aspect of the product which is central in engineering design.
Although, RA is considered a critical activity in engineering design,
engineering organizations do not seem to have explicitly defined systematic
RA processes.
Therefore, their RA practices can be considered immature and documentbased. Darlington and Culley (2002) have also pointed out that there is a
wide gap between the highly researched areas of requirements in software
engineering and the poorly researched area in engineering design. Over the
past few years, requirement development in the software domain has been
studied to make recommendations and to apply directly to engineering
design projects. However, due to the nature of design, direct application is
difficult.
The increase in product complexity is demanding more rigorous and
formalized engineering design practices. Therefore, there is a fundamental
shift from a document-based approach and prototyping to a model-based
approach and simulation. This is also boosted by the advancement in
computer technology. In the model-based approach, the emphasis has
12
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shifted from manipulation of documents to producing and managing a
coherent model of the complex product (Friedenthal et al. 2008).
Engineering design has transition from the drawing board to the
increasingly more sophisticated two-dimensional (2D) and then threedimensional (3D) computer-aided design. Likewise, analysis by computer
simulation has risen in step with this transition. However, this is applied
more in the later phase. A comprehensive modeling scheme is needed to
analyze and generate requirements, visualize how they are related and
study the effect that changing an entity brings. A model-based requirements
analysis can help to manage complexity and improve communication.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate requirement development practices
and methodologies in Software and Systems Engineering. Thereby, to gain
insight and to transfer unto the RA practices in engineering design. The
focus is on the development of efficient and effective RA process for
complex products in the engineering design domain. Consequently,
integrations of software engineering, systems engineering, and engineering
design methods and mathematical models have to be used to provide an
improved process. The particular interest is to apply a model-based
approach to improve the RA process.

1.2

Key Concepts and Definitions

This section describes a set of key terms and definitions that are necessary
to orient the reader on the research. These terms are essential for
understanding the research questions of this thesis and for communicating
the scope and contributions of the work.
1.2.1

RA Fundamentals

Grady (2006) defines RA in terms of system development as:
“RA is a structured or organized methodology for identifying an appropriate set
of resources to satisfy a system need and the requirements for those resources
that provide a sound basis for the design or selection of the resources.”

Grady´s definition emphasized the need for an appropriate set of
resources. This reveals the need to consider all aspects and sources of
requirements to provide a sound basis for the design. The basic RA process
is further described as a structured methodology, in effect, advocating a
systematic requirements analysis process. This is the process followed in
this thesis.
13
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Systematic requirements analysis is also known as Requirements
Engineering (RE) and may sometimes be loosely referred to as
requirements gathering, requirements capture, requirements development
or requirements specification (Gilb 1997, McConnell 1996, Bubenko 1995).
However, the term “requirements analysis” is more familiar in the
engineering design domain, and we use it in this thesis.
The term “Requirements Engineering” is rather used extensively in the
literature. This is because, the systematic approach to RA is recognized to
be a crucial part of software development, and the name Requirements
Engineering has been attributed. RE has become a sub-discipline of both
software and systems engineering (Laplante, 2007). However, Nuseibeh
and Easterbrook (2000) argued that RE is a misnomer.
Typically, textbook definition of engineering refers to the application of
scientific knowledge to create and optimize cost-effective solutions to
practical problems (Shaw 1990). They argued the use of RE serves as a
reminder that it is an important part of an engineering process. In their
opinion, RE represents a series of engineering decisions that lead from
recognition of a problem to the transformation to detailed specifications.
RE has already become an established discipline and includes a variety of
processes, methods, techniques and tools. To obtain a picture of the
research domain, the most central concepts in RE will be described in the
following sub-sections.
1.2.2

Definition

The concept of requirements is fundamental in RA. The VDI guidelines for
systematic design and product development define requirements as (VDI
1987):
“The qualitative and quantitative definition of the functions and constraints to be
fulfilled by a product. Different weightings can be given to the requirements.”

Generally speaking, the concept of requirements in the RE domain refers
to the Functional requirements. This is defined as what a system should do
rather than how it should do it (Sommerville 2001).
The main input to RA is the need which may be a customer need, business
need, or market need. In this thesis, the term “customer” is intended to
include other relevant stakeholders and the term “customer needs” to
include the other needs. The customer needs statement is termed “ultimate
requirement” defined as (Grady, 2006):
14
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“A simple statement telling what must be accomplished by some system yet to be
fully characterized.”

According to Grady, All other requirements for the system in theory are or
should be derived from it.
The final output of RA is the specification. I give two definitions of
specification. Otto and Wood (2001) define a specification as:
“Quantitative measurable criteria that the product should be designed to satisfy.”

This

definition

indicates

keywords

such

as

quantification

and

measurability, which is needed to easily and accurately test and verify
requirements.
Quantification of requirements is an important aspect in engineering
design and therefore, significant for this thesis. According to Wiese (2004),
all known human languages make use of quantification. Every aspect of
nature can be quantified although it may not be measurable.
The term “quantification” is defined as an approximation of a subjective
aspect (attribute, characteristic, property) of a product or phenomenon into
numbers through an arbitrary scale. It is a construct that specifies the
extent of validity of a predicate, which is the extent to which a predicate
holds over a range of things (Eide 2005). When related to specification,
quantification will mean to identify attributes of requirements that are
measurable.
Dorfman (1997) gave a comprehensive definition as:
“A document that clearly and precisely describes each of the essential
requirements (functions, performance, design constraints, and quality attributes)
of the software and external interfaces. Each requirement is defined in such a way
that its achievement can be objectively verified by a prescribed method, for
example, inspection, demonstration, analysis, or test.”

This definition emphasizes that essential requirements should be
contained in a specification document. In addition, the requirements are to
be defined clearly and be verifiable. However, the focus of Dorfman´s
definition is on software engineering. In this instance, the term “software
requirement specification” is applied (IEEE-830, 1984). In reality, the
definition has to encompass a multi-disciplinary view.
If the specification describes both hardware and software, then the term
applied is “system requirement specification.” If it describes a technical
system, it is variously referred to as product specification (Ulrich and
15
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Eppinger 2001), product design specification (Dieter, 2000), requirements
list (Pahl and Beitz, 2007), design requirements (Darlington and Culley,
2002), or as used generally in this thesis, design specification.
Having defined requirements and design specification, we focus on RE.
The literature offers a number of definitions, and we focus on three of them.
Loucopoulos and karakostas (1995) defined RE as;
“Requirements engineering is a systematic process of developing requirements
through an iterative co-operative process of analyzing the problem, documenting
the resulting observations in a variety of representation formats, and checking
the accuracy of the understanding gained”

This definition gives an intuitive description of RE. However, it reflects
several important aspects and gives the impression of a systematic analysis
of a problem iteratively and to verify and represent in various formats. The
definition is also highly related to social and cognitive issues.
In contrast, Zave (1997) gives a comprehensive definition which reflects
the nature of RE as a multi-discipline approach as:
“Requirements engineering is the branch of software engineering concerned with
real-world goals for functions of, constraints on systems. It is also concerned with
the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of software behavior and
their evolution over time and across software families.”

The definition is not only related to technical issues and problems but also
to organizational, economic, and social issues. Other important aspects
include the need for precise requirements, change management and
requirement reuse. However, Zave´s definition is on software engineering
but RE has to encompass a system's level view. Thayer and Thayer (1997)
provided a definition in the context of system engineering as:
“In system engineering, requirements engineering is the science and discipline
concerned with analyzing and documenting requirements. It comprises needs,
requirements analysis, and requirements specifications.”

Thayer and Thayer´s definition focus on a set of RE activities in contrast;
Zave´s definition does not state these explicitly. These activities are
important but inadequate, as important sets such as requirement
management and validation are not included.
Thus according to the definitions, RE relates to several issues; technical,
managerial, economic, organizational and social (i.e. all aspects of life).
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From these definitions, it is quite evident that RE shares some common
aspects. Nevertheless, they differ in focus.
However, the issues identified will assist us to shape our perspective on
what to consider improving the RA process in the engineering design
domain. These important issues and aspects include the following
keywords: systematic, iterative, social, multi-discipline, team work,
function, constraint, behavior, and verification.

Research Aim

1.3

From the foregone discussion, it is evident that, the design process with
particular reference to RA has become complex and multifaceted.
Therefore, it involves the development of a complex product, including
people, an organization, and a wide variety of knowledge, and information.
These have put demands and constraints on the design and should be
confronted and balanced in a systematic way in the conceptual design
phase, i.e., in the RA process.
There is further aggravation through natural laws and human ethics
governing design. Accordingly, there is the need to proceed in an effective
and efficient way to analyze the requirements needed for the design of the
product. Consequently, this need is addressed in the social aim of the
research project as:
To improve the requirements analysis process in engineering design, i.e., to
realize a more effective, efficient and conscious process

The following definitions are used:
x

An effective RA process is a process that results in the selected
method satisfying the actual need.

x

An efficient RA process is an effective process in which application
of a suitable method and tool achieves results with the minimum
use of time and resources. Efficiency in this context includes making
the right information available easily and at the appropriate time.

x

A conscious process is a process that is executed by people who are
aware of all aspects needed and use this knowledge in analyzing and
modeling requirements.

The social aim initiated an investigation into the various means to
improve the RA process, such as RE activities, modeling and computer
application, in order to determine the scientific aim of the project. It was
17
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clear from the studies that, these means have not been adequately exploited
and faces numerous challenges:
x

Existing prescriptive models in RE are inadequately exploited, and
knowledge is still more empirical (experiential), i.e., there are
difficulties in reuse of available information due to lack of a welldefined and easily accessible information data-set.

x

RA intersects with many disciplines, and not all aspects of
requirements are consciously considered.

x

Existing approaches are document-based and very often laborintensive and the RA process is not defined with the precision and
uniformity with computer-based tools as in other engineering
disciplines.

It was also concluded that, there is not one problem in RA but a tangled
web of related problems. Therefore, the boundary of the problem space is
vague but has to be identified during the RA process. Likewise, the
differences in application domains make it impossible to apply the same
technique to all different cases, i.e., there is no silver bullet.
Hence, a focus on a view that bridges RA process in engineering design
with insights from software and systems engineering, along with a focus on
computer support would be the most promising approach to improve the
RA process. A focus on the RA process was expected to increase the impact
of existing means; enable a systematic RA process and open the way for a
model-based approach to extend computer support.
This led to the decision to addressing the need to improve the RA process
by developing a model-based computer support tool, founded on existing
engineering design approaches. Combining therefore, graphical and
mathematical modeling advantages, computer processing, information
management and human expertise for RA. The scientific aim of the study
then became:
To investigate existing design and requirement development methodologies to
acquire knowledge for developing and evaluating a requirements analysis
framework upon which to build a model-based computer support, in which an
improved design model is the core.

The hypothesis was that, the scientific aim will help achieve the social aim
based on the following assumptions. These assumptions were supported by
practical experience and the literature.
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x

The progress made, and lessons learned in one prominent
engineering discipline can be applied to improve another in a
similar context.

x

Awareness of an existing process is considered the first step towards
improvement.

x

Focusing on modeling existing RA processes (i.e., activities in)
influences its effectiveness and efficiency.

x

Computer modeling tools can enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of the RA process.

The research aim is necessarily abstract enough to encompass the content
of this dissertation. It is further qualified in the following sub-section into
the research questions.
1.3.1

Research Questions

The scientific aim focuses on gaining knowledge for realizing a RA
framework upon which to base a modeling support tool. This resulted in the
following central research question:
What design attributes can we use for a requirements analysis framework and
how can an existing model of design be improved upon which to build a modelbased requirements analysis process with computer support to improve the
process in engineering design?

This research raises four concrete research questions that will be
investigated in this thesis:
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Q1.

What are the characteristics of the requirements analysis
framework for a model-based system to attain an effective,
efficient and conscious process?

Q2.

What improvement can we make in existing design models, so
that it will support a more efficient construct of a model-based
requirements analysis?

Q3.

How can we formalize the requirements analysis process to
allow for computer-based modeling?

Q4.

What are the appropriate modeling tools and modeling
approaches to have a direct impact on the efficiency of the RA
process?

INTRODUCTION

The different publications of the thesis are used to answer each concrete research
question in more detail (Table 1). A summary of the essential contributions of the
articles in this dissertation is in section 4.
Table 2 shows the names and summarizes the objectives of the published
articles.
Table 1. Relations of research questions and thesis publications
Id.

Research Questions

Publication id.

Q1

What are the characteristics of the requirements analysis
framework for a model-based system to attain an effective,
efficient and conscious process?
What improvement can we make in existing design models, so
that it will support a more efficient construct of a model-based
requirements analysis?
How can we formalize the requirements analysis process to
allow for computer-based modeling?
What are the appropriate modeling tools and modeling
approaches to have a direct impact on the efficiency of the RA
process?

I

Q2

Q3
Q4

II

III

IV

X

X

V

X

X

X

X

Table 2. Research objectives of the publication
Id.

Article name

I

A Framework to Support
Requirements Analysis in
Engineering Design

II

Formalization Approach to Early
Design Synthesis

III

Formal Requirement
Formulation and Synthesis in
System Engineering
From requirements to design
specifications- a formal
approach
CORAMOD: A Checklist
Oriented Model-Based
Requirements Analysis
Approach

IV

V

objective
Identify aspects and activities for RA and define a
framework with the aim of exploiting a
systematic approach upon which to base a modeldriven approach for deriving requirements.
Improve the FBS design model to enable
functional and behavioral analysis and
simulation to validate requirements at the early
stage of the designed, i.e. in the RA process.
Explore a formalized description of requirement
definition and how it can be included in the
systems modeling language (SysML).
Investigate the formalization of the RA process
and the logical and mathematical foundation
behind.
Present and implement the model-based
checklist requirements analysis process in
SysML.

Each of the five articles attempts to address part of the scientific research.
Therefore, each article gives a partial solution to the research problem. The
research problem has remained the same during the research project, but
the research questions have been refined.
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1.3.2

Research Scope and Focus

The research presented in this thesis is carried out within the discipline of
engineering design. A complete engineering design process includes several
stages. The first stage is conceptual design, which is the process by which
the design is initiated and carried to the point of creating a number of
possible design solutions (e.g. Pahl and Beitz 2007, Dieter 2000, Pugh
1997). It is a discrete process with gaps in-between. The discrete activities
considered under this stage are, identification of needs and information
gathering, problem definition, conceptualization, concept selection,
refinement, and design review.
Most design literatures (e.g. Cross 2008, Pahl and Beitz 2007, Eder 1998)
considers identification of needs through to problem definition as a
separate stage referred by the terms “task clarification” or “problem space."
Eder and Cross refers to the rest of the discrete activities as the conceptual
stage or as the solution space. Team-based creativity is the main activity in
this phase.

Figure 1. Main working steps for requirement development in engineering design

The process of requirement development resides in the problem space.
Typical working steps required for a requirement development process is as
shown in Figure 1. In the first phase, information and obvious customer
requirements are gathered and recorded. In the second phase, recorded
information are sifted, discarded, augmented, extended, refined, organized
and documented. Extension in this context is a step-by-step analysis to find
elusive requirements (Pahl and Beitz 2007). Refinement is the process of
making the requirements less abstract (Ullman 2002).
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The focus of the research lies with the second phase (Figure 1) where it is
assumed that the designer(s) is faced with the problem of analyzing the
requirements. The particular interest of this thesis lies in how to use a
systematic approach and to formalize and introduce a model-based
approach to extend and increase computer application from the conceptual
design stage.
This research does not focus on the first phase of the requirement
development process. The assumption is that, the designer does not
perform this task. Similarly, knowledge science is intentionally left beyond
the scope of this thesis although the explosion in knowledge has led to
specialties and large numbers of information, which are related to RA, are
organized in this thesis. This restriction was made to keep the focus
sufficiently narrow.
In general, this thesis focuses on RA in engineering design. The particular
interest is applying a systematic design and model-based approach to allow
for computer application and management and verification by computer
simulation. In addition, the thesis utilizes RE practices in software
engineering. A systems approach for RA is also considered thereby using
systems engineering practices and tools for enhancing the RA process.
In summary, the thesis contributes to requirements analysis in the
engineering design. The key contributions include using rational design
methods for the requirements analysis. It also extends the use of computer
modeling of the requirements implicating the function behavior structure
(FBS) model and the System Modeling Language (SysML).
The research introduces simulation at an abstract level in the conceptual
design phase using dimensional analysis and the conceptual machinery.
The thesis also contributes to information management and propagation
throughout the entire product life cycle. It also makes an important
methodological contribution combining the design research methodology
with a longitudinal case study and an iterative Grounded Theory (GT)
analysis as discuss below and in Section 3.

1.4

Research Methodology

One particular interest in this thesis is applying a systematic design
approach. Therefore, we intend to achieve the research approach also in an
integrated and systematic way. The design research methodology (DRM)
framework proposed by Blessing et al. (1995, 2002, and 2009) is selected
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for this purpose. DRM reflects and addresses the scientific rigor necessary
and the systematic validation of knowledge in design research (Figure 2).

Basic

Stages

Main

Research Clarification

Literature

Empirical data

Assumption Experience

Empirical data

(RC)

Goals/Criteria

Descriptive Study I
(DS-I)

Prescriptive Study
(PS)

Descriptive Study II
(DS-II)

Understanding

Support

Evaluation

Figure 2. DRM Framework (after Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009)

The call for a design research methodology can be found in several
publications (e.g. Fulcher and Hills 1996, Reich 1995). According to
Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009), a methodology for design research should
guide the selection and application of a suitable approach and appropriate
methods and encourage reflection on the approach and methods to be used.
They also indicate that, for a research area such as design research, with the
ultimate aim of improving a situation, formulating criteria for success is
essential to be able to determine whether the results help achieve this aim.
Criteria are used to help focus the research and to assess the contribution
of the research findings. Success Criteria relate to the ultimate goal for
which the research project intends to contribute. These criteria usually
reveal the purpose of the research and the expected contribution to
practice. The definition of success is still a topic of research and debate as
many factors influence a success (Duffy 1998). As a consequence there is no
established metrics to measure success.
A strong emphasis is placed on determining success criteria in the DRM
approach. However, it is acknowledged that the overall criteria might be
difficult to achieve within the framework of a research (Eckert et al. 2004).
Therefore, measurable criteria are formulated. Measurable Success Criteria
are criteria that are linked to the chosen success criteria and can be applied
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to judge the outcome of the research, given the resources available within
the project.
1.4.1

Research Context

This research work took place in the HybLab research network of Aalto
School of Engineering. The Hyblab project was an industry project in an
academic setting. The aim of the network was at researching on hybrid
energy systems for heavy-duty working machines. The higher-level research
goal of the project was to reduce the energy consumption into half of
today´s level.
There was an investigation of an integrated design process due to the
complexity of the research project. Therefore, the network was
interdisciplinary in nature and consists of many specialties. Our intention
was to make it possible to optimize the develop system from several points
of

view

(e.g. technical, economic, manufacturing, environmental).

Consequently, one of the objectives was to develop requirements to guide in
the design process.
The network was part of a broader research program at the Aalto
University.

The

research

program,

Multidisciplinary

Institute

of

Digitalization and Energy (MIDE) is based on these two broad themes;
digitalization and energy technology. The higher-level purpose was
encouraging people from different disciplines to work together in new
collaborative ways. There was the creation of a one-year course (Bit-Bang)
period as a platform for this purpose.
A multidisciplinary approach was also a central issue for Aalto University
and lead to its formation and spearheaded the creation of a physical
platform, the Design Factory. Aalto Design Factory (ADF) is a platform for
integrative

interdisciplinary

problem-based

learning,

research

and

industrial collaboration. There was the realization of the full benefits of
multi-disciplinary work in ADF.
Multi-discipline has become a basis for contemporary design. There was
also the realization of the full benefits of multi-disciplinary work and the
importance of digitalization through participation in the Bit-bang course as
acknowledged with the following publications (Brace et al. 2009a, Brace et
al. 2009b, Huttunen et al. 2010). The conclusion from ADF and the BitBang course was that the provision of the right platform for a group yields
unprecedented results. This acted as a source of experience and motivations
for this research.
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The experience drawn on in this thesis comes also from work on the
GENSET-project, an industrial-related research project involving a Finnish
company. The company is internationally known and was in partnership
with Aalto University to develop a fuel-injection device. The RA practices
during the projects were ad-hoc and information needed was transferred
through many channels and there were severe communication problems,
and information lost.
1.4.2

Research Method and Approach

In this study, there is the application of a systematic research method,
following the DRM framework shown in Figure 2. In the RC-stage, there
were efforts made to find evidence and indications that support
assumptions made to clarify the research project. This was by studying,
searching descriptive and prescriptive literatures for factors that influence
RA and project success.
Based on the findings, there was the development of an initial description
of existing as well as desire situations to formulate the research aims and
research questions. Furthermore, there was the formulation of the criteria
that could be used as measures against which the outcome of the research
could be evaluated.
The chosen success criterion is a more improved RA process. The success
criterion requires an empirical evaluation,

in the form of real

implementation of the support product in an industrial setting. As this
criterion is difficult to assess within the scope of the thesis, the measurable
success criteria are formulated as high process quality and high process
output. The high process quality should have characteristics such as
consciousness, effectiveness and efficiency based on key-issues compiled
from good requirement practices and project success according to (e.g.
Hoffmann and Lehner 2001, Pohl 1994). Likewise, the quality of the
process output as a successful method will generate design specifications,
which are well-formed (i.e., unambiguous, traceable and validatable).
Having a clear goal and focus from the RC-stage, there was further
literature review in the DS-I stage to identify crucial influencing factors to
elaborate on the initial findings. My intention was to have a detail
description to determine factors to be addressed to improve the RA process.
This was supplemented with a longitudinal case study and grounded theory
analysis as elaborated in Section 3.
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The case study method provides a systematic way of looking at events,
collecting data, analyzing information, and reporting the results (Flyvbjerg,
2006). The increased understanding of the existing situation gained from
previous stages is used to streamline the research focus to improving the
RA process in engineering design by developing a model-based approach.
The first instance was to develop the core of this support. Hence, there was
the development of a framework of the intended RA process.
In the Descriptive Study-II stage, there was a comprehensive theoretical
validation in two steps to evaluate the framework. Based on the evaluation,
there was the development of the intended computer support. Blessing and
Chakrabarti state, due to time availability, it is hard to go through the whole
DRM loop in a single project. Therefore, in this thesis, the steps in the DRM
include comprehensive studies in the stages of DS-I and PS after studies in
RC and an initial study on DS-II.

1.5

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is based on five published articles included. This dissertation
consists therefore, of five articles and this summary. The summary is
organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the theoretical foundation for the
research. Chapter 3 summarizes the contributions of the five publications.
In Chapter 4, the overall findings of the research are discussed. Thereafter,
in Chapter 5, there is a summary to conclude the research.
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

This section provides an overview of the literature and the theoretical
background that is relevant to this work. The purpose of the section is to
put the present work into context and for the reader to understand the
contents of this thesis. The foundation for this thesis is based on RA
process, systematic design methods and model-based design. Engineering
design is the research framework in this study. The main theoretical
foundation is RA process, and this calls for knowledge in RE and systems
theory. Some relevant theories may have been excluded for practical
reasons. However, the scale of the thesis is not wider than a single doctoral
dissertation, and this limits the inclusion.

2.1

Overview of Engineering Design

There are many definitions of design (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009,
Christopher Jones 1970). Therefore, when we speak of design in this thesis,
we refer to those activities that actually generate and develop a product
from the design problem to the full design specifications needed to realize
the product and to fulfill the perceived need of the customer. During these
activities, designers have the responsibility to consider the requirements of
the complete life stages of the product, i.e., manufacturing, usage, disposal,
societal and environmental influence, ergonomics and aesthetics, law and
standard conformance, ethics, etc. All these considerations should
commence right at the conceptual stage.
Many attempts have been made in the literature to draw up maps of the
design process. Despite extensive research, no single theory is agreed to
provide a satisfactory description. Authors such as Bayazit (2004), Blessing
(1994), Cross and Rozenburg (1992) have used a variety of approaches to
frame a discussion of such literature. However, several schemes are used to
place the literature along different perspectives. Two inter-related
perspectives of interest in this thesis are: problem versus solution-oriented
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strategies for solving design problems; and abstract versus procedural
approaches to design.
2.1.1

Problem versus Solution-Oriented Strategies

Problem and solution-oriented approaches are strategies used to reach the
design goal. In problem-oriented strategies, emphasis is placed on
abstraction and thorough analysis of the design problem before generating
a range of possible solutions. Problem-oriented models are based on the
premise that the designers are capable of formulating a solution-neutral
problem statement. In the problem-oriented paradigm, the design process
is widely agreed to comprise three essential stages; analysis, synthesis and
evaluation (Christopher Jones 1970). In solution-oriented strategies, an
initial solution is proposed and analyzed repeatedly together with the
problem structure (e.g., Cross 2008, Lawson 2005).
Research

in

different

design

disciplines

has

produced

models

concentrated on either of these perspectives. For instance, software
literature proposes negotiating the design problem before creating a
solution. Architecture literature emphasizes a solution-oriented strategy.
Engineering design has taken a more scientific approach where problem
analysis precedes synthesis of solution (Restrepo et al. 2004, Pahl et al.
2007). However, this is ignored due to the creative nature of design.
Nevertheless, in a complex system design, the design strategy is not
discipline specific and a combination of these strategies is crucial with
problem analysis at the forefront.
2.1.2

Abstract versus Procedural Approaches to Design

The description of the design process at a higher level is through
abstraction approaches. Abstraction involves ignoring the details and
retaining relevant information for a particular purpose. It provides highlevel generic descriptions of design practices. Some design process
techniques like RA are better used on an abstraction level and expressed in
semantic language. However, the final results of the design process are the
products which are expressed with physical languages. In between these
two languages, there are graphical and analytical expressions (Table 3).
Therefore, design is a continuous process of refining from the abstract to
the concrete involving the use of all the languages (Ullman, 2002). The use
of all the languages represents a smooth transition from the abstract to the
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final product. The RA process can be used to ensure a smooth transition by
including the graphical and analytical languages in the process.
Table 3. Levels of abstraction in different languages (after Ullman 2002)
Language
Semantic
Verbal or textual
representation of
products
Graphical
Drawings or visual
representation
Analytical
Equation, rules, or
procedures representing
the form or function of
product

abstract
Qualitative words
(e.g. transfer, send,
amplify)

Levels of abstraction

References to
functions

Rough sketches
Structure models

Scale drawing

Qualitative
relations
(e.g. physical
effects)

Physical laws
(e.g. frictional
effect, output
force, FF with
dimensions:
[MLT-2] )
Product models

Physical
Hardware or physical
model of the product

None

concrete
References to
specific
parameters and
values
Detailed drawings
with tolerance
Detailed analysis
(e.g. FF=μFN)

Final hardware

Procedural approaches, on the other hand, are more concrete in nature.
They are commonly categorized into descriptive and prescriptive
approaches (Finger and Dixon 1989). Descriptive approaches describe the
sequences of activities that typically occur in design. The abstract approach
is descriptive in nature. Prescriptive approaches according to Wynn (2005)
are best practices intended to improve efficiency or effectiveness in some
aspect of the design project.
Prescriptive models usually offer a more algorithmic, systematic
procedure or method in order to follow and emphasize the need for more
analytical work to precede solution generation (e.g. Cross 2008, Pahl and
Beitz 2007, Roozenburg and Eekels 1995, Hubka 1982, Archer 1965). The
model tends to suggest a basic structure to the design process of analysissynthesis-evaluation. This structure is defined for a systematic design
methodology.
2.1.3

Systematic Design Method

A systematic design method is the main stream of prescriptive models.
According to Motte (2008), this foremost representative is cited in 20-25%
of ICED´2007 papers, and 10-20% of the design conference respectively.
Systematic design process models constitute the key process upon which
product development models are built. A review of early works can also be
found in (e.g. Hubka et al. 1988). One method which encourages a
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systematic approach to design is rational design method (Cross 2008).
Rational design method has similar aims like creative methods, such as
widening the search space for potential solutions, facilitating group work
and team decision. The simplest kind of rational design method is the
checklist.
The word ‘checklist’ comes from American English words ‘check’ and ‘list’
in 1853. They were two words until hyphenated in the twentieth century.
Checklist is defined as a list of items, as names or tasks, for comparison,
verification, or other checking purposes. A checklist is a type of
informational job assistance to reduce failure by compensating for potential
limits to the mental memory. Gawande (2009) reveals several examples in
the medical field to expose the surprising power of the checklist. The
checklist is used extensively in aviation and in construction. It originated in
the aviation as a simple pilot´s checklist with step-by step checks for
takeoff, flight, landing and taxing after the text flight crash of Boeing
Model-299.
The checklist is a powerful tool in engineering design. However, it is
limited to basic informational use as a form of remainder or features to be
included in the design. It may also be a list of criteria that the final design
must meet. The design can as well be verified for accuracy and
completeness. A review of engineering design textbooks (e.g. Pahl and Beitz
2007, Dieter 2004, Ulman 2002, Otto and Wood 2001, Pugh 1997,
Roozenburg and Eekels 1995, Hubka et al. 1988) shows that the idea of the
checklist is used manually in various forms for developing requirements.
The approach is used to a lesser extent in the software engineering
domain, as a classification scheme, mainly for elicitation of non-functional
requirements in capturing architectural specifications (Bahill and Dean
2009). It is also used for verification purposes. In summary; the checklist is
useful in providing a decomposition strategy valuable for analysis,
documentation and computer application. An intelligent system could
improve the effectiveness of this process.
2.1.4

Comparison of Engineering Design Methods

The design of technical systems is closely intertwine with, for instance,
electrical circuit design, software design, and electronic design. Ullman
(1992) has made a comparison between several disciplines using seven
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measures (Table 4). The complexity of engineering design is clearly
demonstrated as is the similarity in the various disciplines.
Table 4. Comparison of engineering design with other disciplines (after Ullman 1992)

mechanical
Object type
Problem type

Form-function
relationship
Potential to
decompose a
problem into easier
to solve subproblems
Language
complexity
(semantic,
graphical,
analytical, physical)
Graphic complexity

Design methods

Many types across
different
disciplines
All types

Overlapping (i.e.
each function may
require many
components)
Strongly coupled,
limited due to
overlap of form
and function

Engineering discipline
Electrical
Software
Standard
components

Structures of
text string

Primarily
selection and
configuration
types
Most forms
have specific
functions

Selection and
configuration

Industrial
design
Shape,
texture
and color
All types

Form specifies
function

Form
dominates
function

Along circuit
and
component
boundaries

Into
subroutines or
procedures

Not a
problem

All types and
mixed

All types and
mixed

Primarily
semantic

Usually
graphic or
physical

2-D, 3-D and
shaded images

2-D

Systematic and
creative design
methods

Some available
(VLSI)

If any, 2-D flow
charts and
structural
models
Structural
methods,
modeling and
programming

2-D, 3-D
and
shaded
images
Creative
methods

From the table, it is evident that engineering design differs from other
disciplines and is difficult. This according to Ullman is because

(1)

mechanical systems are of many types and cross many disciplines; 2)
problems in this domain are of all types; 3) form and function are
intertwined in mechanical assemblies; 4) mechanical systems do not
decompose cleanly; and 5) the design requires the use of all languages
(Table 4). This makes direct application of RE methods for engineering
design RA difficult.

2.2

A Review of RA in Engineering Design

Given the scope of possible research, it can be said that the subject of RA in
engineering design is under researched. This situation has motivated the
purpose to consider to what extent the highly researched field of RE might
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be used for the RA process (Darlington 2002). However, several methods
are proposed for developing requirements in engineering design.
Matrix based methods have been used extensively (e.g. Baumberger and
Lindemann 2006, Kusiak 1992). Baumberger and Lindemann (2006) used
Design Structure Matrix (DSM) and Design Mapping Matrix (DMM) to
identify requirements. Kusiak (1992) has used matrix with logic to describe
requirements to transform them into functional requirements. Quality
Function Deployment (QFD), is a matrix base approach. It provides a
systematic method for translating the customer requirement into
characteristics of the final system via a quantified technical specification
(Clausing 1998, Akao 2004).
However, according to Grady (2006), it simply establishes a relationship
between information pairs and does not provide graphically expressed
devices in models that encourage thoughts about specific aspects about the
design problem. In general, the use of matrix-based methods considers a
fraction of the requirements analysis activity.
An alternative approach is the use of taxonomies to allow for an organized
method of gathering requirements by adding logic and structure.
Gershenson and Stauffer (1995) advocated the MOOSE (Methodology of
Organized Specification in Engineering) method. It uses a taxonomy
classifying corporate requirements.
Another form of logically structuring for requirements is through the use
of checklist.

Clarkson et al. (1999), Ward et al. (2003) described a

systematic RA method, including the use of requirement checklist and
functional analysis. Pahl and Beitz (2007), and Otto and Wood (2001)
advocated decomposition based on a checklist developed by Franke (1975).
In extending the concept of checklist, the author has developed an
enhanced set of requirement checklists stereotypes for systematically
decomposing and analyzing requirements.
Methods for modeling requirements include extensions of the functions to
analyze to extract additional requirements. A Functional Analysis System
Technique (FAST) diagram first conceived by Chales W. Bytheway in 1962
(cited by Fowlkes et al. 1972) can be used to support and represent the
functional

analysis.

Andersson

and

others

(2000)

proposed

the

requirement concept models based on a functional decomposition of
mechanical systems. The motivation for functional decomposition is the
fact that, it enables simultaneous and collaborative design thus saving time.
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The idea that the development of requirements is an iterative process is
one that is increasing. Suwa et al (2000), used iterative and co-evolution
techniques in the cognitive analysis of the design performance of a
designer. The co-evolution technique shares the view that problem-space
and solution space co-evolve (Dorst and Cross 2001). Development of the
requirements belongs to the problem space of the design process, rather
than the solution space, which features prominently in engineering design
(Darlington 2002). Nidamarthi and colleagues (1997) found out that
designers tend to use tentative solutions to get a better understanding of the
given (initial) requirements. Commitment to these tentative solutions
generated further requirements. However, Greater analysis of the given
requirements, without commitment to solutions is suggested as a means to,
better problem-solving and understanding.
The practice of requirement modeling is more predominant and advanced
in some fields, such as software engineering, than currently evidenced in
the field of engineering design (Maier et al. 2007). Mckay (2001) claims
that software, and electronic products differ from mechanical products due
to the influence of the geometry on the functionality.
Their proposed method provides a means to represent requirements that
can be linked to the system structure. However, because of the tight
coupling, requirements that are part-met by multiple functional structures
will cause a problem. Schachinger and Johannesson (2000), proposed an
object-oriented generic model where the method also assumes a direct
relationship between function and structure.
A formal approach to informal RA using natural language is proposed by
Burg and van de Reit (1996a, 1996b). The paper discusses work on the role
of Scenarios or Use Cases in conveying requirement information and how it
might be formalized. Herlea and others (1999) proposed the parallel
refinement of Scenario and requirements to achieve the transition from
informal to formal expression.
Scenarios are informally expressed examples of interactions between the
user and the planned system. They are widely used in RE (e.g. Sommerville
and Sawyer 1997) as a means of uncovering and conveying to the designer
the requirements associated with the representative interaction. The use of
Scenario makes it easier for the stakeholders to characterize and
communicate the full range of likely system requirements. Therefore,
Scenarios lend itself to the engineering design RA.
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The starting point for the design of a software and engineering product is
identified to be very similar. However, close inspections of developing
requirements differ or at least the terms do where the development is
discussed, making the relevance of one to the other difficult to apprehend
(Clarkson et al. 2004). Precisely, why this divergence occurs to be is partly
as indicated in Table 4 but certainly, there is no single explanation. In the
next section, we review requirement development in the software
engineering domain.

Overview of the RE Process and Practices

2.3

Descriptive requirements engineering (RE) process models in literature are
many and conflicting but provide an indication of common RE activities
and their sequence (Martin et al. 2002). RE covers multiple intertwined but
well defined activities. A general view of the RE process consists of
elicitation, analysis and negotiation, documentation, verification and
validation, and management (Kotonya and Sommerville 1998).
Conceptually, a requirement is first elicited to find out more about the
requirement problem (Loucopoulos et al. 1995). The process of requirement
elicitation is to identify the needs and bridge the disparities among the
various stakeholders. Many sources can be used for eliciting requirements
(e.g. documentation, existing product specifications). However, the main
source of information is usually the customer or stakeholders. There are
many elicitation techniques, such as the use of interviews, observation and
brainstorming (Jiang 2005, Parviainen et al. 2003). The output of the
requirement elicitation phase is a collection of mostly informal
documentation and this provides the input to the analysis and negotiation
phase.
Analysis and Negotiation are a process during which requirements are
analyzed and negotiated. The work of analyzing is done with the intention
to

find

possible

conflicts,

overlaps,

dependencies,

omissions

or

inconsistencies and to derive additional requirements. The work of sorting
out conflicts in the requirements can also be mentioned as the negotiation
part. Another activity here is to prioritize the requirements and to decide
which requirements should be included. The output of the process is a
consistent and complete set of requirements. Numerous techniques and
tools are available for this phase, e.g. RUP, UML, VORD, Petri nets
(Parvianen et al. 2003, Dennis 2002, Yourdon and Edward 1989). The
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primary product of analysis and negotiation is the requirement
specification.
Documentation is the process of documenting the requirement
specification in the appropriate format. The documentation task addresses
a wide variety of models expressed in various presentation formats, which
must be kept consistent by checking (Johnson et al. 1992, Fraser et al.
1991). Requirement verification and validation are the process of checking
the requirements. Among the techniques used for requirement validation
are animations or simulations (Dubois et al. 1994).
Requirement management is obvious as the RE process is a continuous
and iterative process. It is the process of identifying, organizing,
documenting, tracing and tracking changing requirements in a project as
well as the impact of these changes. It is a continuous task in the RE
process and spans the whole product life-cycle. Present-day management
tools such as CORE (CORE, 2004) provide support for requirement
developments where the focus is on requirement representation,
traceability, allocation and execution of, system modeling.
Several taxonomies have been proposed for the RE process based on these
activities (Jiang 2005, Thayer and Dorfman 1997). However, there is no
single taxonomy right for an organization. According to Kasse (2004), each
organization must therefore develop its own requirement process, which is
appropriate for the type of products or systems it develops. Accordingly, a
RA process is defined in this thesis as a structured set of modeling
activities, which are followed to derive, validate, manage and maintain
requirements. In addition, the RA process is considered as a design process
to allow application of engineering design methodologies.

2.4

Information Access in RA

Knowledge and information management activities are integrally connected
to RA and the entire design phase (Tidd and Bessant 2009, Pahl and Beitz
2007, Lowe et al. 2004, Hicks et al. 2002). Information access is one of the
foundations of requirement development (Cooper et al. 1998). In the next
sub-sections, there is a brief explanation of what is information in
association with data and knowledge, followed by how information is
structured in existing systems.
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2.4.1

Data, Information and Knowledge

Many authors in different research fields have developed definitions for
data, information and knowledge (Devine and Kozlowski 1995, Tomiyama
1995, Benyon 1990). These are reviewed extensively within the context of
engineering design by Court (1995), Hicks and Culley (2002). According to
Court, information consists of a number of data parts and their description.
Knowledge is the ability of the individual to understand the information
and describes how they are handled, applied and used in a given situation.
However, Collins (1998) considers data, information and knowledge to be
synonyms of one another. This severely frustrates the ability to identify
information and knowledge and to structure them for use. It is considered
that, whilst they are related, there are also differences and this hold the key
to enable better information structuring and reuse.
Data is defined as “information in a textual, numerical or symbolic form
that can be used by or stored in the computer” (Cambridge Dictionaries
Online). Information is defined as follows. “The sum of a data element and
context descriptor(s) to clarify the meaning of the data and the descriptors
are themselves single or a combination of data elements” (Hicks et al.
2002) The term ‘knowledge’ is defined from the dictionary as “information
obtained by experience or study, and resides in a person’s mind or is
possessed by people in general."
Knowledge is classified into several forms (e.g. Roth et al. 2010, Ahmed
2005, Hubka 1982). Two types of knowledge are of interest in this thesis.
Explicit knowledge is information in the form of data that can easily be
deposited, stored, and managed. These can be communicated between a
design team. Tacit knowledge is hard to externalize or in the extreme case
cannot be externalized (reside in people´s mind, expertise knowledge, the
intuitive feelings of designers). Knowledge elements for RA are inferred
from several elements of information, which can be formal or informal.
Knowledge elements suitable for decision-making in RA are considered by
the author to be perspectives of both formal and informal information.
2.4.2

Information Structuring Systems

Studies concerning the information handling by individual designers within
the conceptual design includes Ahmed (2005), Restrepo and Christiaans
(2004), Baya and Leifer (1994). From their study, Baya and Leifer point out
that computer tools are good at representing labeled (i.e. with named
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heading) and formalized information at the qualitative and quantitative
levels. This highlights the problem of managing information that is
”unlabelled," that does not have a title and therefore, cannot be classified
and in turn cannot be associated or traced in the design (Francis 2006).
According to Ahmed, indexing design knowledge is one method for
supporting the retrieval of knowledge from a system.
Various information database systems are used in product development.
For instance, Product Data Management PDM and Enterprise Resource
Planning ERP systems are used in different phases of the development
process, but requirements are used and propagated throughout the design
phase (Svensson and Malmqvist 2002). In a typical industry, several
information systems are used, in which function and part structures are
forms of information labeling and storage. Since data structure in PDM is
from product level, it provides less support for RA, which is on an
abstraction level.
In current requirement development methods, product document
searches are very often ignored. It is assumed that the engineer has the
knowledge (i.e. experience). According to (McAlpine et al. 2010), concerns
have as well been raised that it was impossible to track back through a
project to the information source to understand why a particular decision
was taken. Well-structured requirements can be an important basis for
information system management and integration, and it will act as an
information search portal. A requirement document is a valuable source for
information storage and communication.

2.5

A Review of Modeling Methodologies

Traditionally, a document-based engineering design approach is employed
for RA and the development of systems. This approach is characterized by
the generation of textual specifications and design documents in a hard
copy or electronic file format. Models have been used as part of the
document-based approach for many years, but the scope is limited to
definite types of analysis. Several types of models are built that describes a
specific aspect of the system, and that is used in solving specific tasks (e.g.
Browning and Ramasesh 2007, Olsen et al. 2006, Adler et al. 1995). In the
next sub-sections, models relevant in this thesis are discussed, preceded by
a definition of a model.
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2.5.1

Definition of Model

Neelamkavil (1987) gave an illustrative definition of the term “model” as a
simplified representation of a system intended to enhance our ability to
understand, predict and possibly control the behavior of a system. The term
itself comes from the word “modelle." This Middle French word comes from
the Italian word “modello” assumed to come from “modellus," a Vulgar
Latin. Next in line is the Latin word “modulus," a diminutive one of the
word “modus” and with the following meaning: measure, quantity, or scale.
A model is an abstraction and simplification of the reality that show only
aspects of it. Models are unambiguous and can be classified with respect to
their means of representation (Tudorache 2006). A possible taxonomy of
the model is breaking models into physical, mental, quantitative and
qualitative. Physical models are real, physical objects that represent an
entity in three-dimensional space and are used extensively in the later part
of engineering design. Mental models are an abstraction of thoughts (Craik
1967) used generally in the conceptual stage.
Quantitative and qualitative models are mathematical and logical
representations. Quantitative models have their variables represented
numerically according to some given measurable criteria. These models can
be analytic, simulation, or judgmental models. Simulation models can
either be dynamic (time varying) or Static. Simulation methods are used to
find a numerical solution when analytical methods are unrealistic.
Qualitative models provide symbolic, textual, or graphic answers. Symbolic
models are used on logic or set theory while textual models are based in
verbal descriptions (e.g. design specification document). Graphic models
are based either on mathematical and logical theory or simply artistic
graphics (Buede 2009).
2.5.2

The System Model

Traditional engineering design is more concerned with producing technical
products to perform technical tasks. According to Hubka (1988), these are
technical systems. However, it is not sufficient to optimize products only at
the technical system level in contemporary design. RA requires
understanding the product as a system or set of systems that work and
interact together. Therefore, there is the need to optimize at the aggregate
system level, including the product and the process. The term ‘system’ is
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used in this thesis for complex products to denote the mutual optimization
of the technical artifact and process.
With this optimization, it is possible to define appropriate systems and to
apply a Systems Approach. Systems Approach was developed by
Churchman (1968) to address problem situations holistically. It considers
the system as a whole, consisting of interdependent elements with specific
arrangements. In other to define a system completely from this perspective
and to analyze and validate its requirements, some more concepts will be
introduced (Hubka et al. 1988): environment, input, output, properties,
structure, goal, behavior, and function.
The environment of a system is theoretically anything that falls outside
the system boundary (Grady, 2006). The system interacts with the
environment through inputs and outputs. In engineering design, inputs and
outputs are abstracted as energy, matter and information (Pahl & Beitz,
2007). Energy and information are specified by their manifest forms with
specific physical properties, which have quantities (e.g. mechanical energy,
potential energy) and dimensions. For a matter, it is usually to substitute
with material properties. A property (e.g. mass, size, speed, form) is defined
as a feature that is owned by an object and that characterizes the object.
Structure is the term used for the internal organization of a system and is
a network of elements (Tudorache, 2006). Features can be defined as the
specific characteristics of a single part of the structure in terms of the
geometrical entities and material properties (Gabelloni et al. 2011, Fantoni
et al. 2011). It is important to decompose structures down to features to
gain information for the physical representation of the system. According to
Fontoni and colleagues, every function has to be implemented by a certain
part of the system structure, i.e. by a set of features. Conversely, every
feature has to be associated with at least one function to which the feature
contributes. Otherwise, that feature is useless and can be eliminated.
The elements of a system are also interconnected and interact with each
other in order to fulfill the overall goal. The system elements possess both
functional and non-functional attributes. The term ‘goal’ is used to refer to
the aim of the systems to address a specific need. The behavior describes
how a system response to changes in its environment. Behavior can be
defined as the way the physical, chemical or biological state (refer to as the
physical process) of the system evolves with time (Fantoni et al. 2011).
According to Pahl and Beitz, the physical process is realized by the selected
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physical effects and its features (i.e. physical, geometric and material
characteristics). Physical effects can be described quantitatively by physical
laws governing physical quantities and qualitatively by dimensions
governing the physical quantities.
2.5.3

Quantitative Modelling

One fundamental principle in the application of Systems Approach is the
use of mathematical models of systems and subsequent processes. This
means that the dynamics of the system or systems under study should be
describable or representable by a set of logical and or mathematical
equations. For instance, it may be that the appropriate equations can be
derived from the first principles by using the laws of physics or empirically
derived by system identification. A logical model is vital for the
formalization of the process to allow for computer application.
A mathematical model is considered essential for a quantitative study of
systems and for purposes such as the analysis of the behavior of systems to
make quantitative predictions and for computer simulation. In the next
subsections, we briefly describe the basis of the mathematical models
presented in this thesis.
2.5.3.1. The Logical Model
A computational model expresses a method by which a computer can
accomplish the design task (Finger and Dixon 1989, Takeda et al. 1990).
Logic provides the formal structure and rules of inference for
computational application (Sowa 2000). First order logic is one approach
used to represent a process model in a system. This logical formalism has
been exploited by many authors (e.g. Takeda 1994, Kusiack 1992, Gero
1990) as being the formal basis of a design process. It also serves as a
foundation to realize design activities in computers. A mathematical logical
reasoning scheme can be written as (Tomiyama et al. 2002):
  

(1)

Where Th is a given theorem, “” (modus ponens) is an inference rule, Fd
is a set of “definition facts”, K is knowledge and the symbol “” denotes
“deducible”. Deduction is to obtain Th from K and Fd, and abduction could
be performed in the following three reasoning mode:
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1. Obtain K from Fd from partially given Th
2. Obtain K from Fd and partially given Th
3. Obtain Fd from K and partially given Th
2.5.3.2. The Mathematical Model
Dimensional analysis (DA) as defined by Qiang (1999) is a method by which
information about a physical variable can be deduced from that on certain
other variables, given a dimensionally consistent relationship between
them. DA offers a powerful tool for reducing complex physical problems
into the simplest and economical form prior to obtaining a quantitative
answer. It is a field of qualitative physics, which considers magnitudes and
units and is frequently used to verify the dimensional homogeneity of
physical equations, but it has broader scope (Huntley 1952, Buckingham
1914).
According to Bridgman (1969), it can be used to deduce from a study of
dimensions of the variables in any physical system certain limitations on
the form of any possible relationship between those variables. The method
is considered as to being of great generality. It can be particularly useful in
an exploratory investigation of a novel phenomenon (e.g. RA) for which the
equations and boundary conditions are at an abstract level and have not yet
been fully articulated.
Any physical situation can be described by familiar properties such as
length, mass, time, force, volume (Sonin, 2001). These are all known as
dimensions, and they are properties, which can be measured and has
standardized units such as meters and seconds. Fundamental or primary
dimensions are properties of a system under study that may be considered
independent of the other properties of interest. The choice of fundamental
quantities is arbitrary. Based on the laws of motion formulated by Newton,
three units are regarded as fundamental. These are length (L), mass (M)
and time (T) (Butterfield 2001, Huntley 1952). These are termed as base
units in this thesis.
Any other physical unit can be represented by a combination of the base
units. A combination of the base units (MLT) called the mass system is
adopted for the expression of physical dimensions; however, it is not the
unique option. For instance, the study of engineering economics has shown
the value of including other dimensions such as the dollar ($) as base units
(Shaw 2001, de Jong 1967).
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The Theory of Dimensional Analysis (TDA) originated from the past work
of Fourier (1822), who first called attention to the role of dimensions in
physics. The Product Theorem and the -theorem of Buckingham are two
basic properties of the TDA. The present work makes use of the following
three properties of DA.
Principle of dimensional homogeneity: Any equation describing a
physical situation will only be true if both sides have the same dimensions.
Therefore, dimensional homogeneity is the quality of an equation having
quantities of same units on both sides.
=

 ( )

(2)

Given that (2) represents a physical law governing the behavior of a
system with y and xi being the system variables or their temporal
derivatives and ai being the corresponding parameters, aifi(xi) must have
the same dimensions as y.
Product theorem: The product theorem establishes that dimensional
representations must be multiplicative. For instance, If the value of a
variable can be derived from measurements of given variables u, v, w... that
value can then be written in the form of C, , E, …., where C, , E, …. are
constants (Bridgeman, 1969).
Buckingham´s 3-theorem: the theorem states that the physical laws must
be complete. It provides a method for computing dimensionless parameters
from the given variable, even from an unknown equation (Buckingham,
1914).
 (, , , … . ) = 0

(3)

Given physical quantities u, v, w… such that (3) is a complete equation
(reflecting the underlying physical laws characterizing the physical
situation), then its solution can be written in the form of (4), where n is the
number of arguments of f and r is the number of basic dimensions needed
to express u, v, w,…; for all i, 3i is a dimensionless number.
 ( ,  , … ,  ) = 0

(4)

If in (2), xi has the same dimensions as y, the exponents of the base units
(dimensions) making up the two variables are the same (Qiang et al. 1999).
Thus from the product theory, the dimensions of any physical variable can
be represented in the general form as in (5).
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(5)

Equation (6) is referred to as the dimensional representation of that
variable. In general, a dimensionless product 3 can be expressed as in (6).
 =





 !" …  !# $

(6)

Where x1,…,xr are termed the repeating variables, y1,..,yr are termed the
performance variables and {ij|1 i  n – r, 1  j  r} are the exponents.
The essential variables for the DA analysis are captured in Butterfield´s
clustering table (Butterfield, 2001). This is an approach to list and sort
variables governing a system using a table of basic formulation.
2.5.4

Qualitative Modelling

Recently, techniques for Qualitative Reasoning (QR) about physical
processes have been supported by TDA. The main work in this direction is
by Kokar (1986). However, Bhashkar and Nigam (1990) have advocated a
formal and systematic approach. QR has become important in various
applications involving the modeling, simulation and design of systems or
devices. Among them, we can site Qualitative Process Theory (Forbus 1984)
and Qualitative Simulation (Kuipers 1986). Nevertheless, of interest in this
thesis is the approach advocated by Bhashkar and Nigam.
Conceptual machinery (-calculus) has been developed for reasoning
with dimensionless groups using elementary notions about partial
differentiation (Bhashkar and Nigam 1990). This machinery allows for
simulating the behavior of functions and structures. It is especially useful
for analyzing the behavior of an abstracted or generic structure. Several
interactions can take place in the dimensionless numbers. Bhashkar and
Nigam gave the term “regime” for each dimensionless number (i). If xk is a
variable that occurs in both regimes i and j, then xk is referred to as the
contact variable between the two dimensionless products. Two interactions
are of interest in this thesis.
Intra-regime analysis: The analysis is within dimensionless numbers or
group and provides the following method for calculating partial derivatives.
From (6), a specific dimensionless number is expressed as:
!&

=  . %

!*

. '

!-

. +

The derivative of this dimensionless group has the form:
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Consequently, by combining (7) and (8), the derivative takes the form:
8
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&

Therefore, knowing the sign of the exponent ij, the sign of the intra
dimensionless numbers derivative can be determined.
Inter-regime analysis: The analysis is across dimensional numbers and
gives the following method for calculating partial derivatives. This group
can only be defined if there is a contact variable between the dimensional
groups. The derivative is defined as:
C@ D@ % E
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When the sign of a partial derivative, (9) or (10) is obtained, the causal
effect between @

and @% can then be reasoned. As an example,

if @ D@% > 0, then an increase in % will lead to an increase in
@ D@% < 0 then an increase in % will lead to a decrease in
2.5.5

. If

.

Model-Based Methodology

A model-based design refers to a design process, where the documentation,
the illustrations of the system and requirements, are conveyed through the
medium of a model (Friedenthal et al. 2008). A number of models have
been created and applied to model-based design. In the next subsections,
we describe existing models, which are of interest in this thesis.
2.5.5.1.

The FBS Model

A framework of interest in this thesis is the prescriptive model by Gero
(1987, 1990), the function-behavior-structure (FBS) model. The model has
been widely acknowledged and much research work is based on it (e.g.
Chen et al. 2011). The FBS-model represents a design by a set of processes
transforming functions via behavior variables to structures (Figure 3). The
transformation is an intuitive and empirical-based process.
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Figure 3. Gero´s FBS model (Gero, 1990)

In the FBS-model, there is no transformation which maps function to
structure directly. According to de Kleer and Brown (1984), this is a version
of the no-function-in-structure principle where the artifact is not found in
its structure but its contextual interpretation of its behavior. If one
considers the designing of complex systems with several structural
elements, the clean steps from function via behavior to structure become
more complicated (Dorst and Vermaas 2005). This principle is also in
contradiction to Sullivan´s (cited in Grady 2006) form follows function.
Many RE methods have been steeped in the logic of form follows function.
2.5.5.2. The V-Model
The application of Systems Approach to the RA process calls for different
ontological views of a system, i.e. hard-system, soft-system and criticalsystem Goede (2004). Hard-systems thinking refer to the systems
engineering (SE) approach where a systematic process of problem solving is
followed (Blanchard and Fabrycky 2006). SE is a process which considers
the complete problem of a system life cycle. It is a technologically based
interdisciplinary approach, which allows the realization of successful
systems. In SE, a structured development process is followed.
Fundamental to the application of SE is the system life-cycle process. A
number of life-cycle development models have been created and applied to
systems development, and most of these models are embedded in one of the
three prominent models. This is the Waterfall Model, Spiral Model, and the
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V- Model (Forsberg and Harold 1992, Forsberg and Mooz 1995, Boehm
1988). These models provide the life-cycle development templates on which
projects are built. The V-model combines the important features of the
classic waterfall model, and the spiral development model used principally
for software development. It is a process that represents the sequence of
steps in a project life cycle development and is characterized by the iterative
and incremental cycles through analysis, different levels of integration,
testing and verification. The V-model is of importance in this thesis.
2.5.5.3. Modeling Language
A review of some of the more notable model-based methodologies reveals
the use of Systems Modeling Language (SysML) as a modeling language for
representing systems requirements and product architecture, as well as
their behavior and functionality. SysML is a standard for Object
Management Group (Blanchard and Fabrycky 2006). It is a general
purpose graphical modeling language and a key enabler to translate the
practice of SE from being document-based to a model-based approach.
Therefore, it is a key enabler for transforming RA to a model-based process.
SysML allows the representation of requirements as model elements.
Hence, requirements become an integral part of the product design. The
language offers a flexible means to represent functional and non-functional
requirements as well as the relationship between them (Weilkiens 2008).
SysML is geared toward incremental description of the conceptual design
where there is the notorious lack of efficient tool support. However, the
description follows the transformation of requirement specifications into
product functions and expected behavior and precedes the design of these
functions to product structure. The analysis of requirements is therefore
marginalized.
This is because SysML is based on the actual standard for software
engineering. It has been customized from the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). Therefore, the SysML diagram taxonomy reuses many of the major
diagram types of UML. These are modified in some cases to be consistent
with SysML extensions (Friedenthal et al. 2008, Peak et al. 2007).
However, the SysML taxonomy includes standardized diagrams, which is
flexible and can be used to support RA of a broad range of complex
products. It also provides allocations to generate relationships between the
various model elements and several aspects of the requirements such as
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traceability, verification, and validation have been taken into account
(Follmer et al. 2010). SysML models can be exchanged with different
application (e.g. simulation tools, CAD) through data exchange protocols
(AP233, XML).

Therefore, models can easily be transferred to other

simulation tools for analysis and simulation.

2.6

Theory Synthesis

This chapter has given a theoretical background to the work done in this
thesis. The chapter starts with an overview of the various engineering
design methods that are relevant to RA. We must recall that the RA process
model is considered as a design process in this thesis. In the overview of
engineering design practices, the perspective of problem-versus solution
oriented design strategy is discussed. Research in the different design
disciplines (e.g. engineering, software, architecture) concentrate on either
of these design strategies. Engineering design has taken a more scientific
approach where problem analysis precedes the synthesis of solution.
However, the engineering design process is creative in nature and the RA
process span the entire product life-cycle. Therefore, a combination of
problem and solution strategies is essential since even, in a complex
product design the strategy is not discipline specific.
The design process can be viewed from an abstract and procedural
perspective. The requirements are in semantic language at an abstract level
and the final solution resides in a product in a physical representation.
Prescriptive models such as systematic design from procedural approaches
can be used for the analysis of the abstract requirements. The model tends
to suggest a basic structure of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Rational
design methods (i.e. checklist) encourage a systematic approach. The
checklist is useful in providing a structured decomposition strategy which is
valuable for RA and can be formalized. Few attempts have been made in
engineering design to formalize the checklist approach.
A comparison of engineering disciplines indicates differences both in the
type of products, methods used and requirement development activities.
From the comparison, it is evident RE activities can be used to modify the
RA process but cannot be used directly for developing requirements in
engineering design. This is because mapping between the problem and
solution domains are at an abstract level and function and form are tightly
coupled.
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The concept of information plays an important role in RA. The easy access
and availability of relevant information allow for an efficient process by
reducing the time for RA. Explicit and tacit knowledge is important in RA.
Explicit knowledge in the form of structured information can easily be
deposited, stored, and managed. Tacit knowledge resides in people´s mind
and is hard to externalize. Classification of information allows them to be
easily traced or associated. Classification of existing information database
systems is based on part or function structure, which is beyond the reach of
designers in the RA process. A requirement document can be valuable for
information storage and communication.
The increase in the complexity of products requires them to be optimized
as appropriate systems to include the technical product and process. This
allows applying a Systems Approach which ensures the dynamic of the
envisioned system to be analyzed through mathematical modeling. A
mathematical model is considered essential for purposes such as the
analysis of the behavior to make quantitative predictions in order to verify
derived requirements. DA is particularly useful in an exploratory
investigation such as in the RA process where the equations and boundary
conditions have not yet been fully articulated. A mathematical model is also
essential for qualitative reasoning and decision-making in the RA process.
The modeling approach relies on computer application and first-order logic
can be exploited to structure the RA process. Function, behavior and
physical effects which are fundamental to the RA process can be modeled in
the prescriptive FBS-model.
The application of Systems Approach to the RA process also calls for a SE
approach where a systematic process of problem solving is followed. The VModel provides a development template on which the RA process can be
built. SE can be characterized by a model-based methodology and the use of
SysML as a graphical modeling language. It is used to define visual notation
(representation) and semantic (meaning) used to construct models of RA. It
is a key enabler for transforming RA to a model-based process. SysML
allows the representation of requirements as model elements and it can
serve as an integrating framework for other models and developing tools.
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3. THE DESCRIPTIVE STUDY

The DS-I stage of the study was a combination of literature review and a
longitudinal case study. The primary source of information for the literature
review was 23 textbooks in engineering design, software and systems
engineering. The focus was on some aspects of RA process in engineering
design. Therefore, there are 12 books among the selection describing
process models for product development (e.g. Ulrich & Eppinger, 2001,
Pahl & Beitz, 2007). These books contain useful references to other sources
(e.g. VDI 1987) which were also analyzed. In addition, I analyzed journal
articles of the years 1990 to 2008 and conference proceedings from 1995 to
2007 to cover the latest development in this area. From the studies, I
formed the main perspective about RE and used it to guide in further
qualitative research as describe.

3.1

Qualitative Research Strategy

The qualitative research is based on a case study data collection and
Grounded Theory (GT) data analysis. The Case study research excels at
bringing us to an understanding of RE in the product development process
and adds strength to what is already known through the literature studies.
It is an ideal methodology when a holistic, in-depth investigation is needed
(Feagin 1991). Yin (1984) defines the case study research method as an
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context
are not clearly evident; and where multiple sources of evidence are used.
According to Yin (2003), a framework is often needed to guide data
collection in the case study research. Consequently, I used the perspective
from the literature analysis as a framework to identify mayor themes (i.e.
criteria sets) to guide in the data collection.
GT method refers to developing theory through qualitative data analysis
or inductively from data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Since its introduction in
1967, the evolution of the method has led to the formation of two
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ideographic procedures: the Glaserian School and the Straussian School.
Academic research seldom states the differences between the two schools
(Goulding 2002). However, the nature of the DS-I research demands a
choice since the two approaches dictate very different practices.
The Glaserian School stresses the interpretive, contextual and emergent
nature of developing theory. In the approach, literature review in the
substantive and related areas of the research cannot be done. It is only
possible when the GT is nearly completed during sorting and writing. The
literature search is then woven into the theory as more data for constant
comparison (Glaser 1998). Given that the main emphasis on the DS-I stage
is extensive literature review prior to the empirical studies, the Glaserian
GT approach is deemed inappropriate in this research.
The Straussian School, on the other hand, permits a preliminary literature
study to identify areas in which to look for data. In the Straussian
guidelines, the researcher does not begin a project with a preconceived
theory in mind but with an area of study and allows the theory to emerge
from the data (Strauss & Corbin 1998). Secondly, the Straussian School
emphasizes highly complex and systematic coding techniques. Therefore, I
consider the Straussian Grounded Theory to be more appropriate than
Glaserian for this research.
Consequently, the qualitative research design adopted (Figure 4) follow
the contemporary guidelines set forth by Straussian Theorist. In brief, this
mandates the use of insights generated from literature studies, a recursive
process of data collection, data coding, comparative analysis, and
theoretical sampling until theoretical saturation. It also requires that, the
materializing theory from data comparison and contrasting drives ongoing
data collection (Goulding 2002, Strauss & Corbin 1998, Glaser & Strauss
1967). The literature review helps to establish a working knowledge of the
topic being investigated.
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Acknowledge influence of literature sources
(DS-I literature review)
Reflection on
researcher’s main
perspective and
understanding

Determination of suitable contexts and phenomena
for investigation

Define a framework to direct data collection
(Identify criteria: e.g. Level of awareness and
involvement, KM and information access)

Collect data through case study
Theoretical
li

Insights generated
from literature review

Open-Coding
to generate
concepts and
categories

Axial-Coding
Refine core categories
(Compare data, define
relationship)

Theoretical sampling
existing data set

Theoretical
sampling

Selective-Coding to generate theoretical
statements
Secondary data
literature review

Formal theory construction through
researcher’s interpretation of findings

Figure 4. Grounded Theory approach in DS-I study

3.1.1

Data Collection

Case study method can include participant observation, interviews and data
reviews, including diagrams, documents, archival records and physical
artifacts. However, according to Yin (2003) not all sources are essential in
every case study. Nevertheless, the importance of multiple sources of data
regarding the reliability of the study is well established (Tellis 1997, Stake
1995, Yin 2003). I began with participant observation to collect data in the
HybLab research project where I participated for two years from April 2008
to 2010. I was the product development engineering for the project and was
continuously involved in most of the issues and with most of the other
engineers. Therefore, this allows me to obtain useful insight and this
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influence the results and conclusions drawn. According to Blessing &
Chakrabarti (2009), the way in which the researcher is involved in an
empirical study can influence the outcome.
There were 20 permanent members from different departments of the
Aalto University in the HybLab group. The members have diverse
specialties and experience, and three have joined the group after working
for more than three years in the industry. There were regular weekly
meetings between the groups for discussion and project feedback where I
obtained useful information. In addition, there were four industrial
partners (Company A, B, C and D) with four representatives (project
managers, domain experts, product managers, development engineers).
They participated actively in the occasional seminars and discussions of
the project which was another source of useful information. The companies
were big multi-national companies from Finland operating internationally.
I performed informal conversational interviews with four group members
(i.e. including the three members with experience from the industry) and
with the four industrial partners. Participant observation and informal
conversations provided data on the awareness and the method used for RA
and how it is applied in real projects.
There were two physical artifacts available for analysis to get relevant
information for the project. I participated in the analysis and reviewed the
product specification and documentation. In addition, I also studied
personal documents of the interviewed four members. Review of
documents, product specification, and information from analysis of the
physical artifacts provided data on sources and type of information in real
product development projects and how it is related to RA process.
3.1.2

Data Analysis

The Grounded Theory data analysis involves searching concepts behind the
actualities, categorizing them and linking the categories to develop a theory.
There are three different types of coding procedures: open, axial and
selective coding. These three are the coding applied to analyze data from
the case study.
3.1.2.1.

Open-Coding to Identify Categories

Open-Coding analysis is concerned with identifying, naming, categorizing
and describing phenomena found within the text through detailed
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examination of the data. I started the analysis initially with a summary of
the findings from the participant observation. I analyzed the text line-byline, sentence-by-sentence and performed an entire document analysis. I
then labeled with the respective abstract codes which was either in-vivo or
conceptual. In-vivo codes are labels, which came directly from the
summarized data. The conceptual codes are labels resulting from the
literature study. I constantly compared properties and dimensions of
concepts defined from the literature (e.g. Macaulay 1996, Finkelstein 1994)
to the data in other to differentiate and give specificity to the emergent
concept and wrote memos (i.e. code notes). Concepts well defined in
literature can help eliminate confusion and misinterpretation of words.
Table 5 illustrates an example of the Open-Coding.
Table 5. Illustration of Open-Coding

Statements from data summary

Abstract coding
in-vivo codes

Conceptual codes

There were no requirements for the
project as it was not the first
priority…

no requirement,
project, first priority

Initializing requirements,
insufficient
requirements

There was no standard method for
developing the requirements…

standard method,
developing,
requirements

Requirements
development

The main focus of the research was to
find solutions through computer
modeling and simulation…

main focus, solutions,
computer modeling,
simulation

focus on solution
synthesis, lack
computer application,
lack model-based
approach

However, most of the process was
conducted in isolation and only
mentioned at group meetings…

process, conducted in
isolation, group
meetings,

Requirements analysis
process, team work,
lack of collaboration,

The initial approach was manually
analyzing and recording with the
use of word processors…

initial approach,
manually analyzing,
recording, word
processors

initial requirements,
document-centric, adhoc approach,

There was no trace between what was
manually
analyzed
and
the
recording…

no trace, manual
analysis, recording

no traceability, laborintensive,
documentation

…there was a problem as there was
very little information flow between
the groups…

problem, little
information flow,
groups

lack of information, lack
of knowledge sharing,
lack of communication

The coding was informal as according to Strauss and Corbin (1998),
coding in grounded theory can be done quite informally. Likewise, grouping
categories into categories is important as it enables the analyst to reduce
the number of units to work with. The total number of new codes generated
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in Open-Coding was 423 and as the analysis progressed, this was refined
and reduced for a clear understanding about the phenomenon.
3.1.2.2. Axial-Coding to Find Relationship between Categories
Axial-Coding is the process of relating codes to each other through a
combination of inductive and deductive thinking (Glaser & Strauss 1967).
The focus is on relating the categories and noting the dynamic
interrelationships between them to form the basis for theory construction
(Goulding 2002). Identification of the relationship between categories is
also important as according to Strauss and Corbin, discovering the ways
that categories relate to each other helps an analyst to contextualize the
phenomenon under study. I categorized the codes under more abstract
higher-order concepts further reducing the number of units to work on
while increasing the analytic power.
In order to do so, I first identified the phenomenon, causal and
intervening conditions, action strategies and consequences in the concept
texts. For instance, in the first statement in Table 5, we can identify that the
phenomenon of interest is developing requirements. The causal condition is
a failure to initiate the process, and the consequence is inadequacy or lack
of requirements. I then related the category to its subcategories through
statements (i.e. code notes) denoting how they are related to each other.
The category code chosen was either taken among the existing codes or
inserted so long as it was the logical descriptor for the data. I finally looked
for cues in the data that denote how major categories might relate to each
other. The approach also involves finding answers to questions such as why,
where, when, how, what results and by whom. These questions help to gain
a better understanding and to contextualize the phenomenon of RA in the
engineering design domain.
3.1.2.1.

Selective-Coding to Develop a Theory

Selective-Coding is the process of integrating categories to build a theory
and to refine (Glaser & Strauss 1967). The task is to relate categories (or
subcategories) found in Axial-Coding to a core category which represents
the main theme of the research as illustrated in Table 6. To discover the
central category and its relationship with the other categories, I used two
techniques: (a) using as a guideline the need for techniques contributing to
good requirement practices and project success according to (Hoffmann
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and Lehner 2001, Young 2001, Macaulay 1996, Finkelstein 1994) and (b)
sorting and reviewing through the code notes (i.e. memos).
Table 6. Illustration from selective-coding
Emergent core
categories
Requirements
analysis Process

Subcategories

Samples of initial open-coding

requirements
development
requirements analysis
initial process

Computer
application

computer application
modeling to visualize
simulation
validation

Human
involvement

Communication
Collaboration

to

Initializing requirements, insufficient
requirements, no requirement, project,
first priority, no standard method, focus
on solution synthesis, initial approach…
Manually analyzing, recording, word
processors minimum tool knowledge,
document-centric, ad-hoc approach,
computer modeling, simulation lack of
tools…
Team work; collaboration; group
meetings;

Negotiation

assigned to one person; lack of experts;
lack of team collaborate; no negotiation
platform; time constrain; Different
group tasks; lack of awareness;
conducted in isolation…

Information

Knowledge
development
information
awareness

Inadequate information; informal
information collection; poor information
flow; inadequate knowledge sharing;
suitable information…

Management

documentation

information access
management
cost effectiveness

Poor documentation; Poorly formed
specification, no traceability,
insufficient specification, poorly
structured documents; poor
management…

I started this process after categories have been discovered in AxialCoding and continued with modification and refinement until reaching
theoretical saturation. After each loop of coding (open-axial-selective), it
became possible to further develop the multiple layers of categorized
theoretical statements. This then became hypotheses for testing, done
during the next loop.
Therefore, by continually developing the categories until saturation
through further theoretical sampling, well thought-out proposition or
theory can be formulated. Findings from the study are summarized as the
problem concepts identified and presented as: (1) The RA process itself, (2)
communication and collaboration among stakeholders, (3) development of
knowledge and information awareness (4) the structure and documentation
of requirements and (5) the use of appropriate computer modeling tools.
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3.2

Research Iteration and Comparison

Unlike more pre-designed research, there was an interrelated data
collection and analysis method used in this study. Since the research
followed the contemporary guidelines set forth by Straussian theorists.
There were a combined collection, coding and analysis of data in order to
build a theory with theoretical statements and used as a basis for the next
data collection and analysis until theoretical saturation (i.e., refer to as
theoretical sampling) (Glaser & Strauss 1967). In effect, the GT theory
generation is highly iterative, constantly cycling between coding, synthesis
and data-collection.
The generation of theory is through constant comparisons of the theoretical
construct with data collected from new data collection method and the
literature. Therefore, at the heart of GT approach lie constant comparisons.
This differentiates a rigorous GT analysis from inductive guess work.
Constant comparison requires continuous research into the meaning of the
developing categories by further data collection and analysis to evaluate. In
other words, new evidence found at each stage of data collection (i.e.,
participant observation, informal conversations) was used to modify or
confirm the emerging theory, pointing to an appropriate choice of
theoretical instances to investigate in the next phase.
After the case study research and GT analysis, I conducted a detailed
literature review. This allowed for comparing the case study results and
lessons described in the RE literatures in the other domains, and vice versa.
There are advantages and disadvantages to review the literature before,
during, or after fieldwork or on a continual basis throughout the study
(Patton 2002). The results from the literature review may bias the thinking
of the researcher and this may lead to ‘fishing’. However, fieldwork results
may also affect what data the researcher discovers from the literature and
may lead to the same situation.
On the other hand, the iterative literature review with an empirical case
study increases the external validity to the research results. To decrease the
bias between the literature reviews and the empirical studies, the researcher
adopted a stance of neutrality. According to Patton, neutrality means that
the one investigating does not set out to prove a particular perspective, or
manipulate data to arrive at predisposed truths. The commitment of the
investigator is to understand the phenomena as it is, and to be balanced in
reporting both confirming and disconfirming evidence.
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4. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

This section gives an overview of the contents of the articles included in this
thesis and summarizes the main research contributions. The research
contributions are grouped in relation to the research questions stated in
Section 1.3.1. Section 4.1 discusses the characteristics of a good RA
framework upon which to build a model-based system. In Section 4.2, the
FBS design model is improved to support a model-based RA process. The
RA process is then formalized to allow for computer application in Section
4.3. Section 4.4 describes the characteristic of the model-based computer
support and its usage. Section 4.5 summarizes the main contributions from
the various articles.

4.1

Characteristics of a Good RA Framework

The first article answers the research question Q1. To recap the research
question, “What are the characteristics of the RA framework for a modelbased system to attain an effective, efficient and conscious process?” The
development of the framework involved a stepwise approach. There was a
case study on an industry project in an academic setting. It was identified
from the study, a number of key issues to improve the RA process. These
key issues are associated with the main characteristics of a good RA
framework. Table 7 summarizes the characteristics.
Table 7. Characteristics of RA framework for effective, efficient and conscious process
Characteristics

Explanation

Characteristics to
prevent or discourage

the fact that all aspects and sources of requirement are not
considered in RA

Characteristics to
enhance

the move to encourage information retrieval, knowledge reuse and
traceability

Characteristics to
support

the move to stimulate a multidisciplinary approach to RA

Characteristics to
quantify

the move to couple requirement statements to a relation statement
with value and units information to make them measurable –
testable and verifiable
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4.1.1

Characteristics to Prevent or Discourage

The main characteristics led to develop the document-driven RA process,
into a systematic and structured format. This is by integrating several
known and useful methods such as the checklist. This in turn led to develop
a checklist oriented requirements analysis (CORA) framework.
Table 8. Checklist categories for setting up design specification
Number

Categories

Explanation

1

Functional
Performance

Functional performance requirements are those elements
that describe what the product should do or the
measurable behavior of the system to be.

2

Physical
Requirement

Physical requirements are requirements that relate to how
the product must fit with other existing products and the
environment.

3

Service Location

The total environment that the system must operate such
as the factory floor, through storage, transportation,
assembly and use must be considered.

4

Life Cycle Issues

The entire product life cycle from its conception through
design and manufacturing to service and disposal.

5

Human Factors

There are four types of active involvement- as occupant of
workspace, as power source, as sensor, and as controller.
Human factor is very much associated with safety,
quality and legal issues. Includes human-machine
context, and also aesthetics.

6

Time Schedule

Timetable for a project showing how activities and
milestone events are sequenced and phased over the
allotted period.

7

Manufacturing

Manufacturing requirements are dictated by the quantity
of the design to be produced and company policies.
Therefore, issues like in-house, in-country, cost and
suppliers must be considered.

8

Financial
Performance

Issues like corporate criteria on profitability and return on
investment that must be met. Financial performance
includes cost. Cost is the total money, time and resources
associated with a purchase or activity.

9

Safety Regulations

Protection issues and in the wider sense of reliability and
availability.

10

Environmental
Regulations

The impact of the product on the environment during
manufacturing, operation, and retirement.

11

Standards

Standard brings out current engineering practice in
common design situations.

12

Company Policy

Consideration of company goals and competence.

13

Legal Issues

Risk and hazards have precise technical meaning. The
analysis and study of engineering disasters will bring out
useful design specifications. This means involving a
lawyer in RA process to analyze the liability
ramifications and to include in the design specification.
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Several checklists from different authors are combined and analyzed to
form a unified checklist (see APPENDIX A). Table 8 shows a summary of
the RA checklist. As we recall from Section 2.1.3, the simplest kind of
rational design method is the use of checklist, which encourages a
systematic approach. The introduction of RA based on checklist
decomposition is to allow for the conscious identification of relevant
requirements. In addition, the checklist aims at managing requirements by
creating one kind of hierarchical structure to represent different
requirement views. The complex design problem is partitioned into smaller
problems better matched to human and team proportion to solve.
4.1.2

Characteristics to Enhance

The checklist is intended to support a systematic analysis process as well as
to manage data. Systematic requirements analysis is an organized method
requiring a broad appeal to knowledge. The checklist is therefore, used to
provide a structure to store and manage information to encourage
information retrieval and to support knowledge re-use, i.e., characteristics
to enhance.

Information needed for RA was identified to include the

following (Table 9). All these data sources are structured with the checklist
where each checklist is related to one or many data sources. From the
author’s viewpoint, this form of information structuring should help to
integrate other database systems (i.e. PDM, ERP) into a single database
unit. Therefore, the unified checklist becomes the master structure and the
most important source of information accessible to all.
Table 9. Information needed for RA
Data source

Information

Elicited information

All customer and market information relevant for decision
making

Benchmark information

information generated through activities to analyze
competitive products

Specification information

information set from previous
specification in previous projects

System information

information describing the product as it evolved through
the product lifecycle

Expert/experience
information

information about the cognitive ability of designers and the
wealth of experience possessed by an individual

Company strategy information

information about the general strategy of a company (e.g.,
business-strategy, financial strategy, visions, objectives)
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The checklist discriminates the requirements into functional and nonfunctional requirements. A function structure is developed to encourage a
clearer formulation of the functional requirements. It is used to decompose
the complex product to set up sub-functions to induce more requirements.
It also helps in linking requirements to design solutions in subsequent
design phases i.e. enhancing traceability. In addition, requirements can be
allocated to the product component through the function structure, i.e.
characteristics to allocate.
4.1.3

Characteristics to Support

In an effort to stimulate a multidisciplinary approach and to support the RA
process, two approaches are used. Engineers (i.e. design team) involved in
the RA process are organized effectively to establish links between them
using the checklist. Engineers responsible or qualified for a specialty are
attached or assign to a checklist category (Figure 5). The collaboration work
is effortless as the right engineer is easily identified from the checklist to
support the process.

Figure 5. Checklist requirements categories showing specialty engineers

In addition, specification drivers are created as a platform to promote the
discussion about different viewpoints between the stakeholders as the
process is multidisciplinary. The specification driver is the method used to
support a discussion to distinguish between any two fundamental views of
the various engineering specialties. It is used to clarify what is important
and what needs to be determined at what time prior to requirement
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modeling. However, it is also used as a platform for negotiation and setting
the context about the requirements and design at the conceptual stage.
4.1.4

Characteristics to Quantify

Quantification of requirements is an important aspect of the RA process.
Quantified requirements are necessary to adequately validate and verify the
requirements. In the approach, the structured and stored information is
used to help quantify the requirements. In the process, target values that
the system should be designed to satisfy are progressively attributed to
quantify the derived requirements. In addition to setting target values,
physical quantity symbols and units dimensions are also assigned. The
dimensional variables are connected to create a network. The network
allows for the use of analytical tools or simulation methods to be used in the
conceptual stage to verify the requirements.

4.2

Improving the FBS-Model to Support Model-Based RA

Paper II is used to answer the second research question, “What
improvement can we make in existing design models, so that it will support
a more efficient construct of a model-based RA?” The customer needs for a
system are not clearly defined at the onset of a design process. Thus, early
design activities involve finding out whether these requirements are
expected to be altered during the course of the design process. The basic
assumption in design processes is the existence of three class variables,
namely function, behavior, and structure (Gero 1990). These are also the
three key components of RE modeling in the software engineering domain.
The design of a system should then contain functions that in turn satisfy the
characteristics embedded in the structure variable (Blanchard & Fabrycky
2006).
According to Grady (2006), all design problem space can be viewed in the
context of a n-faceted construct where n is the number of simultaneous
facets through which the problem space is observed. There are several
three-faceted approaches focused on the three key components. Using this
faceted approach exposes requirements that the design must respect. In
other to expose the requirements, the problem space is examined from the
function and behavior facets. The structure facet which lies in the solution
space is then related to either of these two facets to bridge the problem
space and solution space.
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Figure 6. Traditional entry facet and sequence in RE (after Grady 2006)

However, most RE modeling processes examine the problem from the
functional facet and bridge with the solution space whilst examining the
behavioral facet (Figure 6). The principal modeling is based on the notion
of form should follow function. In the process, the need, expressed as
functionality is expanded into requirement specifications and allocated to
the product architecture. Then, behavior modeling is by identifying
interfaces in the physical object and timing. Nevertheless, this is unsuitable
for engineering design as direct coupling is complicated (Table 4).
The paper first investigates the FBS model. As we may recall from subsection 2.5.5.1, the FBS-model represents the design by a set of processes
transforming functions to structures via behavior variables (Figure 3).
Therefore, the FBS-model follows a three-faceted approach to develop a
system: functionality, behavior and physical (structure). The basic sequence
followed is different from Figure 6. It is based on the notion of expansion of
the need as a statement of functionality to abstract expected behavior based
on the designer's intuition (i.e. experience). This intuitive behavior, which is
also in semantic language (table 3) once exposed, is transformed into a
structure that is intended to exhibit these behaviors. One then attempts to
understand the structure behavior by identifying specific parameters and
values. This is compared with the expected behavior to evaluate.
There is no direct link between function and structure due to the
complicated nature of form-function relationships in engineering design.
The model also indicates a transition from the semantic language
description on an abstract level directly to physical language description.
However, from the definition of requirements, quantitative measurable
criteria which are expressed mostly with analytical language are vital. This
implies; the quantification of requirements is an important aspect of the RA
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process. Compared with the RE modeling processes, a transformation from
function to structure is also required. Physical effects and features as
discussed in sub-section 2.5.2 can be used to bridge the divide between the
abstract nature of functions and the concrete nature of structures.
Therefore, the paper investigates another design model, the functionbased designs which follow a two-faceted approach; function and structure.
The principal artifacts in the model are function, generic organ structure
and component structure. In the process, the functionality is refined into
generic organ structure where the functional elements are abstracted in the
form of physical effects. The physical effects, once exposed, are allocated to
the component structure.
It is clear from above that for a structured analysis model; there should be
a connection between function and structure. Since in the engineering
design domain, the design needs resides in semantics, and the solution
resides in the physical domain, there is no logical mapping. Therefore, the
function-based design model is integrated with the FBS-model to create an
extend model. The intention of the extended model is to include the
analytical language in the problem space making use of the physical effect
in modeling requirements. Consequently, there is the introduction of the
generic organ structure and subsequent behavior into the model (Figure 7).

Function

Generic
Structure

Structure

Expected
Behavior

Generic
Behavior

Structural
Behavior

Semantic expression

Analytical expression

Physical expression

Figure 7. Extension made to the FBS-model

The three-faceted approach to system development is retained. However,
the principal artifacts employed became a function with its expected
behavior, generic organ structure with generic behavior, and the structure
with structural behavior. The introduction of the generic organ structure
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and behavior is to help in forming a logical mapping between function and
structure and to bridge the gap between the problem and solution spaces. It
also allows the modeling of non-functional attributes of the system which
can be abstracted as generic organs. The generic organ structure is
abstracted from the physical effects and features.

4.3

Formalizing RA Process for Computer-Based Modeling

Papers III and IV are used to answer research question three (Q3). To recap
the question, it states, “How can we formalize the requirements analysis
process to allow for computer-based modeling?”

Paper III focuses on

formalizing the RA process in a system engineering environment. It
formalizes the requirement development process based on the extended
FBS model, thereby associating its elements with SysML diagrams to create
the basis for RA modeling and application of systems engineering.

Figure 8. RA process boundary of extended FBS-model

First, a boundary is defined in the extended FBS-model for the
requirements analysis process (Figure 8). The activities within the
boundary are then represented as a simple black-box with the conversion of
certain inputs to desire outputs. As we may recall, the checklist is used to
discriminate aspects of requirements to functional and non-functional
(constraint) taxonomies in Paper-I. In addition, there is the emphasis on
attributing target values (i.e., performance taxonomy) to quantify the
requirements. These taxonomies are important sets of metrics for
developing requirements and are modeled as inputs to the black-box.
According to Kotonya and Sommerville (1998), a general view of the RE
process includes analysis, verification and validation. These are set as
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output attributes for the black-box. Therefore, the highest level function of
the black-box is for the extended FBS-model system to transfer input
function, constraint and performance requirements to output analyzed,
validated and verified specifications as shown in Figure 9.

Functional taxonomy
Constraint
Performance taxonomy

Verification
RA process boundary
Generalized processes
[(R) (RF) (FF) (SG) (Be) (BG)]

Validation

Analysis

Figure 9. ‘Black-Box’ block diagram of requirement definition model

This model can be specialized. The specialization is based on the V-model
which provides the life cycle development template on which the model is
built. The V-model and the requirement definition model are used to define
a uniform procedure for formal requirement modeling consisting of
decomposition of the input attributes followed by analysis, validation and
verification.
The V-model further demonstrates the formalization (Figure 10) in terms
of the decomposition as a structured transformation and deduction from
natural

semantic

representation)

to

description
formalized

of

the

language

requirements
description

(i.e.

verbal

(i.e. analytical

language). The formalization also indicates a deduction from the analytical
language (generic organ structure) to the physical language (specific organs
or structure). Therefore, indicating a formalized approach to bridging the
problem and solution spaces and enhance traceability.
The RA process can be used to ensure a smooth transition in the design of
a product by including the graphical and analytical languages in the process
(Section 2.1.2), consequently; the elements of the Extended FBS-model in
the RA process boundary are associated with the various SysML diagrams
to include the graphical language in the process modeling. Therefore, the
modified FBS-model allows us to position different SysML model diagrams
and the use of mathematical modeling (i.e. dimensional analysis) for
evaluation in the RA process.
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Figure 10. Ontology of the formalized requirements in the V-model

Since there is a formal approach to the design specification, the analysis of
the ultimate requirement is amenable to formal reasoning. Logic provides a
vehicle for performing such analysis as it improves the rigor and makes the
reasoning step explicit. The implication of SysML modeling in the RA
process implies the use of computational modeling. A logical formalism is
required to provide the formal structure and rules of inference structure for
computational modeling and to allow for partial the automation of the RA
analysis process.
Paper IV shows modeling by logical formalism, the transformation of the
ultimate requirement to design specification based on the checklist
categories. The formalism is founded on an integral framework of logical
reasoning and incidence matrix (Figure 11). As we may recall from Section
2.4, knowledge and information management activities are integrally
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connected to RA and information access is one of the foundations of
developing requirements. In Paper I, it is identified that the checklist is
used to organize the required information. Consequently, in the logic
formalism, first, the relevant information is abducted into the checklist, to
form a single framework.

Knowledge/
Information
sources

Requirement
checklist
(RC)

Logical
operation

Requirement
checklist
model
(C)
Deduction

Functional/
Physical
models

Abduction
Narrative
Requirement
(NR)

Logical/matrix
operations

Design
specification
(DS)

Behaviour
models
(analysis)

Figure 11. Logical formalism to the requirements analysis process

The abduction algorithm is based on equation (1) and consists of setting
up information in the working space (Th) and using the checklist category
which is the knowledge (K) we have, to derive abstract entity concepts from
it to build an information-rich checklist model. Therefore, the abduction is
performed using the third (3) reasoning mode (i.e., Obtain Fd from Ki and
partially given Th) as indicated in sub-section 2.5.3.1.
Second, the model-based abduction is then formalized as operations to
the RA also based on the third reasoning mode. In the procedure, the
ultimate requirement is set up in the working space (Th). The informationrich checklist model is set as the knowledge (Ki) and used to identify the
initial requirements (i.e. obtain Fd) from the working space. Since there are
several key requirements, the interaction between the initial requirements
and checklist is further modeled with the incidence matrix to discriminate
the requirements under the checklist categories. This logical formalism
corresponds to decomposition in the formal procedure as indicated in
Paper III.
The identified requirements which are characterized as a set of definition
facts (Fd) are further analyzed through deduction to obtain more
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requirements (i.e., using Ki to enrich Th). As we may recall from sub-section
2.5.3.1, deduction is to obtain Th from Ki and Fd. Requirements under the
functional category are analyzed using the inference relationship (“if, then”
i.e. If sub-function A is present, Then sub-function B) to arrange in a logical
order. The physical entities in the sub functions are logically decomposed to
allow for verification and validation since, the formal requirement model as
advocated in Paper III consisting of decomposition followed by analysis and
validation/verification.

4.4

Modeling the RA Process

Papers V and II are used to answer question four (Q4) which states, “What
modeling tool and modeling approaches are appropriate to have a direct
impact on the efficiency of the RA process?”
Paper V implements a model-based system engineering environment
(MBSE) to model the RA process. The MBSE environment consists of the
Modeling Process, Modeling Language and Modeling Tool. The Modeling
Process addresses the workflow, diagram usage and model organization. It
embodies best practices that have been optimized for the given task. In this
sense, the CORA framework (Paper-I) has been optimized for the task of
analyzing requirements.
In the previous section, the V-model is implicated in a uniform procedure
for formal requirement development consisting of decomposition, analysis
and validation/verification. Therefore, the V-model is used to define the
uniform process, the CORAMOD, a checklist oriented requirements
analysis modeling process (Figure 12). CORAMOD is based on the elements
from the CORA framework and the extended FBS-model. It provides a
seamless integrated modeling between requirement decomposition,
analysis, and validation/verification.
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Figure 12. Checklist-oriented requirements analysis modeling process

The model-based process requires an internal organization that supports
a simultaneous use by multiple users. In Paper III, the formal approach
implicates elements of the extended FBS-model with SysML to include the
graphical language in the RA process. Therefore, SysML is leveraged as the
modeling language for CORAMOD to provide a structure for a team to work
effectively on a large model. Appended, is an example of CORAMOD
implementation in SysML through a case study (APPENDIX B).
The computer which is the modeling tool is used to create and manage the
model. The computer does this by implementing the semantics and visual
presentation defined by the modeling language –SysML. As indicated in the
previous section, the implication of SysML modeling in the RA process
implies the use of computational modeling. The RA model, represented in
SysML serves as an integrating framework for other models and
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development

artifacts.

This

creates

modeling

and

simulation

interoperability, which is implied through logical connectivity between the
various design tools and repositories to support collaborative design.
Within CORAMOD, the key objectives are the decomposition of the
ultimate requirement to identify functional and non-functional (constraint)
requirements to act as input into the RA process. We follow with analysis to
derive and identify more functional and nonfunctional requirements and
the measurable criteria. Dependencies between the various requirements
are also identified followed by validation, which is preceded by
quantification based on the measurable criteria. The measurable criterion is
in the form of target values (e.g. 70) and units (e.g. mm) combined through
a relation statement (e.g. , less or equal to) to the generic attribute (denote
measurable properties known as dimensions such as distance, length) of the
requirement statement (Grady 2006).
One main emphasis of the use of CORAMOD in SysML is to derive
requirements with the simultaneous identification and modeling of the
product functionality and behavior. The functionality is further abstracted
as separate function modules (i.e. function structure) to identify more
requirements. The behavior and performance values are modeled for
simulation to validate the requirements and to refine the functionality.
Since the requirements analysis is a multidisciplinary process, models can
be built by different stakeholders. Therefore, a consistency analysis check or
validation through simulation of the behavioral models is indispensable.
State Diagrams in SysML can be used to explain many complex problems
and is used to model the expected behavior and can be executed. However,
problems characterized by concurrent action such as the generic behavior is
difficult to simulate to validate as this requires a continuous modeling
approach. This can be done through mathematical modeling and the use of
Petri Nets to allow for computer application.
Although SysML itself is not intended to execute all these models, they
can be passed to other engineering analysis tools for performing such
computation. This approach ensures that requirements and engineering
analysis

computations

are

performed

on

the

same

system

design/architectural model. Models can be exported through data exchange
protocols (e.g. AP233, XML). The export of models through the exchange
protocols is not considered in this thesis.
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Therefore, in Paper II, there is an application of the essential
mathematical modeling for qualitative study and the use of a continuous
modeling approach, which can be realized with Petri Nets. As we may recall,
the quantification of the requirements involves the use of measurable
criteria consisting of generic attributes. Some of the attributes are not easy
to identify especially for functional requirements. Domain-independent
Bond graphs are used based on function structures to extract generic
attributes and lists of variables critical for the mathematical modeling. In
the mathematical modeling, the variables are used to model the generic
behavior first through dimensional analysis (DA).
The key aspect of the DA consists of organizing the variables into two sets,
the performance and repeating variables and defining the base units. The
essential variables are captured using Butterfield’s clustering table
(Butterfield 2001). As mentioned in Section 2.5.3.2, the base unit in this
thesis is expressed as the mass system (MLT).

The dimensional

representation (-numbers) of each variable is formed using equation (6).
The variable equations are then solved by using the simplest method for
solving a system of linear equations, which is to eliminate variables
repeatedly. The other alternative is to use the method of Gaussian
elimination.
In the RA process, several generic attributes may be proposed by
engineers for a single requirement statement. In its natural form,
requirements act as constraints on the design engineer and crucial tradeoffs have to be made. The attributes add additional constraints, and not all
are relevant. Therefore, there should be a further analysis to seek to define
the minimum necessary set of attributes and to help in decision making.
For that purpose, the derived -numbers are used to compute partial
differentials for reasoning about the impact of the various attributes
through the Conceptual Machinery (-calculus). This is a technique for
qualitative reasoning suitable for RA process, which is on an abstract level.
The computing of the partial differentials is through the use of equations
(9) and (10). This technique is useful primarily because it can be applied
when no direct knowledge of the physical properties of a structure is
available.
The computed partials are also used to automatically simulate the generic
behavior by modeling with Petri Nets to validate the derived requirements
and the function structures. Modeling in this sense is through the
application of colored Petri Nets (CPN), an extension of Petri Nets
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appropriate for complex systems behavioral modeling. CPN models of the
expected and generic (i.e. computed partials) behaviors are created as
graphic drawings, therefore, including the graphical language at the
validation level in the RA process. The practical application of CPN
modeling allows for the application of computer tools for supporting the
manipulation and validation of the requirement models through
simulation. This enables investigating the desired and non-desired
behaviors and comparing different alternatives of the function structure.
The modeling and simulation justify that the system has the desired
properties and requirements and a high degree of confidence and
understanding about the system has been obtained in the conceptual stage.

4.5

Results Summary

This chapter has given an overview of the contents of the articles included
in this thesis and summarizes the main contributions from the various
articles. The characteristics of good RA and systematization presented in
the first article provide a way of conceptualizing how all the specific
activities needed for a systematic RA process in engineering design can be
integrated into a comprehensive framework. An extended FBS-model in the
second article provides the structure to allow the usage of RE activates for
the RA process in engineering design. The intention of the extended model
is also to include the analytical language in the problem space making use
of the physical effect in modeling requirements. The introduction of the
analytical language expression further allows the use of mathematical
models such as dimensional analysis and partial differentials to compute
requirements to allow for simulation and reasoning.
Article three outlines the problem space by defining a process boundary in
the extended FBS-model and the activities to include in the RA modeling.
The activities within the process boundary are formalized to follow the
process of refinement from the abstract to the concrete as advocated in the
engineering design domain.

Therefore, there is further association of

elements of the extended FBS-model with SysML diagrams to include the
graphical representation in the refinement.
Article IV shows the logical formalism behind the transformation of the
ultimate requirement to design specification based on the checklist
categories. It advocates two levels in the requirement formalism to allow
computer application and automation of the modeling process. A modelbased abduction method is used to clarify the relationship between the
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logical operations and reasoning in the RA process. The logical formalism
leads to enriching information about the requirement checklist and
obtaining a specialized checklist model and thus managing the relevant
information before the RA process.
The last article, Article V introduces the modeling approach and computer
support for implementing the RA process. The checklist framework and the
extended FBS model both promote a structured method to developing
requirements. Therefore, the paper uses a SE process which considers a
structured development process. The V-model is used to represent the
sequence of steps in the RA process and is characterized by the iterative and
incremental cycles through analysis, different levels of integration,
validation and verification. The computer support tool is used through
SysML as a graphical modeling language.

A summary of the research

questions and implication from the five articles is as shown in Table 10.
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Table 10. Research questions and implications

Article
Id.

Research question

Implication

I

What
are
the
characteristics of the
requirements analysis
framework
for
a
model-based system
to attain an effective,
efficient
and
conscious process?

Identify
key
characteristics
of
good
requirement development practices.
Integrate key characteristics for an effective
process and creating requirement checklist
categories from different points of view to
ensure a conscious process.
Structure relevant information with checklist
categories to enhance availability and
retrieval thereby ensuring an effective
process.

II

What
improvement
can we make in
existing
design
models, so that it will
support
a
more
efficient construction
of a model-based
requirements
analysis?

Provide the framework to allow usage of RE
activities in RA process of engineering design.
Extend the FBS-model to improve thereby
allowing a structured and formalized RA
process.
Close the gap between the abstract
requirements in problem space and the
concrete physical representation in solution
space.
Introduce analytical language in RA process.

III &
IV

How can we formalize
the
requirements
analysis process to
allow for computerbased modeling?

Define the boundary of the RA process in the
extended FBS-model.
Formalize the RA process based on the Vmodel and the extended FBS-model to allow
for application with computer modeling
language.
Describe the logical-formalism behind the
formalized RA approach and justify the
application of computer modeling and
possible automation of the process.

II &V

What
are
the
appropriate modeling
tool and modeling
approaches to have a
direct impact on the
efficiency of the RA
process?

Introduce the modeling approach and
computer support for the RA process.
Implement the modeling of requirements in
the system modeling language.
Apply the essential mathematical modeling for
qualitative study and the use of continuous
modeling approach, to allow the use of
computer-based simulation.
Manipulate computed partials for qualitative
reasoning and simulation of derived
requirements to validate and verify.
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5. DISCUSSION

The research problem is studied through five published articles covering
four complementary viewpoints. These viewpoints are the characteristics of
good RA and systematization, improved design models for model-based
RA, the formalization of the RA process and the modeling approach and
implementation. In the following sub-sections, there is a discussion on the
theoretical and practical implications, followed by the reliability and
validity and the limitation of the research process.

5.1

Theoretical Implications

The research presented in this paper has addressed a systematic RA process
for engineering design and modeling of requirements with a computerbased tool. The novelty of the approach resides in using the simplest form
of rational design method, the checklist to place the existing documentbased RA process into a systematic and structured format. Furthermore,
the FBS-model is extended providing the framework for a continuous
design process of refining from the abstract to the concrete. This eliminates
the sharp borderlines in the conceptual design phase and the gap between
the problem and solution spaces. Following is a discussion of the
implications of these two approaches.
5.1.1

Checklist Implication

The full potential of the checklist is utilized to conceptualize and integrate
into a comprehensive framework all the specific activities needed for a
systematic RA process in engineering design. The novelty of the approach
advocated in the thesis lies in using the checklist, the simplest rational
design method as a basis for incremental development and modeling of the
requirements analysis process.
As defined in Section 2.1.3, the checklist is a list of items, as names or
tasks, for comparison, verification, or other checking purposes. It is a
powerful tool in design and everyday life in general. A review of engineering
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design textbooks (e.g. Pahl and Beitz 2007, Ulman 2002, Otto and Wood
2001, Pugh 1997) shows that the idea of the checklist is used manually in
various forms for developing requirements. For instance, Pahl and Beitz
(2007) recommended a checklist to be checked against existing tasks and
its requirements to obtain further requirements. They also recommend
checklist for evaluating embodiment design. Furthermore, the checklist
may be a list of questions for requirement elicitation (Ulman 2002). The
idea of checklist is also used to an extent in software RE. A requirement
checklist technique is used to examine a list of common concerns in the
requirement specification (Kotonya & Sommerville 1998). It is used for
verification to ensure consistency. The review indicates the use of checklist
is limited to discrete, manual and basic informational usage as a form of
reminder or for checking purpose. In the author’s opinion, the full potential
of the checklist has not been exploited so far as done in this thesis.
Checklists are best used on something that can be examined critically.
Requirements for a complex product and in this sense, any engineering
product must be examined critically to avoid failure and to increase product
success. Therefore, the use of checklist is crucial in requirement
development. Several authors consider a good requirements practice as that
which reduces the cost of the development project or increases the quality
of the resulting product when used in specific situations (e.g. Wiegers 2003,
Young 2001, Robertson and Robertson 1999, Sommerville and Sawyer
1997). However, the specific situations in which they are effective are rarely
described. Glass (2002), Davis and Zowghi (2006) argue that, good
requirement practices are highly dependent on project characteristics,
which are domain specific. Accordingly, for a particular project, key
characteristics should be identified for good requirement development
practices. In the research, first several key characteristics (i.e., sources and
aspects of requirements) of requirements are identified as checklist.
Consequently, the checklist is used to categorize and integrate key
characteristics of requirements for a conscious, effective and efficient
process. This results in the selected method of systematic decomposition,
structuring and analysis to satisfy the actual need of complex product RA.
The checklist, in effect, is a simple declaration on what the organization
believes is critical information content for a deliverable. The first article
creates a category of requirement checklist by taking into account the
different points of view. This includes the stakeholder, aspects and sources
of requirements. These viewpoints are taking into account to ensure a
conscious process of developing requirements so as not to forget a
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particular requirement, meaning that we have to arrive at a complete
collection of requirements. One important point is that the category in a
checklist is not unique and can be created based on the organizations need.
Baya and Leifer (1994) point out that computer tools are good at
representing categorized and formalized information (i.e. requirements) at
the qualitative and quantitative levels. This highlights the problem of
managing information that is not categorized, that does not have a title and
therefore, cannot be classified and in turn cannot be associated or traced in
the design (Francis 2006). Consequently, categorizing with the checklist is
one method for supporting traceability and the application of a computer
tool for an effective process.
One of the main findings of the research is the important aspect of
information in developing requirements and continues use throughout the
design phases. Access to relevant information in the RA process is crucial
for decision making and requirement development (McAlpine et al. 2010,
Restrepo and Christiaans 2004, Hicks et al. 2002). By definition, the
checklist is also a type of informational job assistance. Therefore, an
information-rich checklist category will reduce failure by compensating for
potential limits to the mental memory (Gawande 2009). Consequently,
addition to

categorizing key

in

characteristics as checklist, relevant

information is abducted into the checklist to create an information-rich
category. This creates a basis for information system management and
information search portal. This allows easy access, and availability of
relevant information allowing for an effective process by reducing the time
for RA. It also enhances information retrieval and increases the availability
of information thereby ensuring an efficient process. The capability of the
checklist is thus exploited continuously as information is propagated
throughout the design stages.
The capability of the checklist is further exploited to create a platform to
enhance collaboration, communication and coordination. Cross-functional
communication and coordination difficulties are common in functionally
designed organizations. Typically, project managers share responsibilities
for a project and for organizational links. However, in this context, the
checklist structure is used to point out requirement engineers to key
individuals with the right expertise to collaborate with, since engineers are
linked to the checklist category and their expertise are stated explicitly for
others to access.
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Furthermore, the checklist approach advocated enhances what we call
‘subtle control’. Although project teams are largely on their own,
management establishes enough checkpoints to prevent instability,
ambiguity and tension from turning into chaos. At the same time,
management avoids rigid control that impairs creativity and spontaneity.
Instead, the emphasis is on control through peer pressure (i.e., in a subtle
way). The checklist reminds in an indirect way thereby enhancing
consciousness, which is a subtle way of developing requirements in a
controlled manner.
The use of a checklist oriented model-based analysis is also unique. This
approach provides a seamless integrated modeling between requirement
decomposition, analysis, validation and verification. The approach is
through the computer support graphical modeling language made possible
by creating checklist as stereotypes in the SysML environment. This will
ensure a conscious requirement decomposition strategy for generating wellformed (i.e. unambiguous, traceable) requirements, which are easily
validatable and verifiable through the use of simulation and for instance,
verification-checklists. The concept also permits the reuse of requirements.
In this case, a common requirement can be shared by other requirements.
5.1.2

FBS-Model Implication

According to Darlington and Culley (2002), the customer needs in
engineering design refers to a mixture of concrete and abstract objects.
However, the engineering solutions always reside in concrete objects.
Therefore, some practitioners (i.e. experience designers) are quick to ignore
the abstract objects and work directly from the concrete objects. This is also
due to the creative nature of engineering design activities. Consequently, in
most computer-aided design applications, requirements are developed from
a chosen concept in the solution space ignoring the abstract objects from
the problem space. Nevertheless, according to Restrepo and Christiaans
(2004) engineering design provides models, with the basis that problem
analysis precedes the synthesis of solution.
Requirements as we may recall are very often expressed in semantic
language and design products are expressed with physical representations.
In between these two, are the graphical and analytical languages. Design is
a continuous process of refining from the abstract requirement to the
concrete

physical

engineering
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representations. These representations are, from semantics, graphical,
analytical to physical. RA process modeling will include the first three
representations.
The FBS-model is implicated in the approach and combined with the
checklist framework to provide a comprehensive model with the basis that
problem analysis precedes the synthesis of solution. The FBS-model has
three key components, functions, behaviors and structures, which are also
the

main facets in RE and according to Grady (2006), in any design

problem. The key components are used in a structured analysis in the RE
processes to expose the requirements that the design must respect.
Nevertheless, these key components from the FBS-model are not enough
for a thorough RA process as two of the components (i.e., function and
behavior) crucial in the problem analysis reside in the semantic format.
Moreover, the definitions of requirements (e.g. VDI 1987), implies;
quantification and verification of requirements are important aspects of the
RA process.
Therefore, the FBS model is extended to introduce additional components
expressed in analytical language. These components allow manipulation
through qualitative relationships to simulate to verify the derived
requirements and subsequent function structure. The simulation to verify is
also essential as it narrows the solution space boundary by creating
function structures with a high degree of confidence to focus on the search
for solution concepts. The function structure which is thoroughly verified
through behavioral simulation can be allocated to fewer solution concepts.
What remains is the implementation of the graphical language to
conclude a smooth transition from the abstract to the concrete. We achieve
this by implicating elements of the extended FBS-model critical for the RA
process with SysML diagram types. Analytical and graphical languages are
used extensively in the solution space, and this narrows the gap in the
conceptual phase as comparability between the problem and solution space
becomes easy.

5.2

Practical Implications

The research conducted in this thesis indicates that the design process with
particular reference to RA has become complex, multifaceted and involves a
broad variety of knowledge. Therefore, for practical application of the high
level view of the RA process further specifics are needed. According to our
study, several fundamental principles have been proposed as additional
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specifics for effective RA practices in industry (Hofmann and Lehner 2001,
Young 2001, Macaulay 1996, Finkelstein 1994). This includes a focus on the
technical process, management of the process; the knowledge required, and
human involvement. In the thesis, these were the necessary preconditions
and contributing factors to construct an effective and efficient RA process
and are used to orientate the discussion below. The discussion is ended with
the formulation of a preliminary justification of the RA support with respect
to the social aim of the thesis, which is to improve the RA process.
5.2.1

A Focus on the Technical Process

In this thesis, the RA process is considered as an engineering design
process. The engineering of requirements, therefore, implies that
systematic and repeatable techniques should be used to ensure an efficient
and effective process. Consequent, a systematic approach is applied using
the simplest form of rational design method in order to analyze
requirements. There are a number of arguments in support of a systematic
approach to RA. One is the ability to control the process and the project by
producing standardized maintainable outputs (Bjorn-Anderson 1984,
Rzevski 1983). A second argument is that it is possible to measure the
effectiveness and to improve once a systematic procedure is in place. In a
third argument, the approach is deemed as a prerequisite for the use of
automated aids (Pahl and Beitz 2007). Automated tools are considered
important. The assumption is that they increase productivity and reduce
the administrative costs.
The RA process is defined as a structured set of activities. The set of
activities includes abstraction, classification and decomposition by a set of
checklist. Abstraction involves ignoring the details and retaining relevant
information for a particular purpose. Decomposition involves breaking the
design problem into manageable parts to be analyzed independently. Such
decomposition is not perfect because of tight coupling between parts, but
they give an insight into how things work. The concept of checklist
classification permits requirements to be associated or traced in the design.
In this case, a common requirement can be shared by other requirements.
The modeling activity is used to eliminate the document-based approach
and to make the process iterative and repeatable. The model which is to be
used as the basis for the RA process is crucial, as it must integrate widely
differing types of information from users. Important characteristics that
such a model and associated language should possess are, high levels of
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abstraction, human-readability, precise, iterative and mapping to later
phases of the design (e.g. Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000, Kotonya and
Sommerville 1998, Macaulay 1996). The RA process is modeled in the thesis
based on the V-modeling scheme and the extended FBS-model together
with SysML as the modeling language to obtain these characteristics.
SysML provides an intense use of models, which increases the needed
level of abstraction to hide unnecessary system complexity. Expressing the
requirements in terms of these models successively leads to the elimination
of ambiguities. SysML is a language not a methodology. Therefore, it is
expected that it can be integrated without many problems into the current
development process in an organization. In addition, the language is widely
known both in the academia and the industry and its use has been accepted
in the engineering design domain.
Assuming that the classification and modeling process is imperfect, some
validation of the products of the RA process is necessary. According to
Finkelstein (1994), the bulk of the work on validation has concentrated on
exploration and discussion.

The modeling approach provides modeling

schemes, which are easy to validate through simulation. Modeling and
simulation together, enables the designer to test the design specifications
virtually rather than physically. The use of virtual prototyping in
contemporary design has significantly shortened the design cycle and cost.
In effect, a RA process is developed as a ‘set of identifiable and repeatable
actions,’ which are followed to derive, validate, manage and maintain
requirements.
5.2.2

A Focus on Management of the Process

The management of the RA process affects not only the RA stage itself but
the product development as a whole. Chatzoglou and Macaulay (1995)
describe RE as a project manager’s dilemma. The requirement process is
dynamic. Therefore, managing the requirements represents a complex task.
The conventional approach in engineering design was to insist that the
requirements be “frozen” before the design work proceeded. However, it
has been recognized that requirements cannot be held constant because the
real-world changes continuously while we develop.
In order to have an effective management mechanism, the requirements
are first structured with checklist and manage with SyML tool for creating
links, dependencies, traceability and to manage changes. Our method is in
line with the research result, and some of the best practices reported by
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Macaulay (1996). The set of activities includes classification by a set of
checklist to make the process identifiable. A major step during the analysis
of requirements consists of breaking down requirements into subrequirements. The thesis uses the concept of checklist decomposition to
break down requirements forming a hierarchy that allows both forward and
backward tracing of the requirements to the customer requirement. The
activity also allows the product of the RA process to be traced back to its
origins. Therefore, where there is a mismatch between the stakeholders and
the requirements as documented, this is easily corrected. The use of SysML
incorporates a requirement diagram allowing the engineer to organize
graphically, manage and trace requirements.
The RA process has as input, both formal and informal information. In
addition, the process produces a large amount of richly interrelated
technical information and documentation. Management in the form of
storage and retrieval of information is of considerable practical importance.
However, in existing methods, this is always ignored or treated as separate
from the RA process (McAlpine et al. 2010, Hicks et al. 2002). The
management of this information and its use in a principled manner is of
research interest and beneficial. Information is managed with the checklist
structure in this thesis. The information presentation and extraction from
checklist in the RA process present interesting research issues.
5.2.3

A Focus on Knowledge Required and Human Involvement

In the RA process, different types of knowledge are needed to make the
right decision. Roth (2010) has suggested that each of this knowledge need
to be developed as part of the RA process. Techniques are needed to
facilitate sharing the knowledge. According to Macaulay, the type of
technique used will influence the area of the knowledge which can be
developed and the nature of the communication between stakeholders. The
application of the checklist along with the capability to store and apply
information significantly enhances the development and re-use of
knowledge. The integration of a knowledge processes for RA is also
facilitated through Logical formalism to allow automation.
Successful RA teams have in-depth knowledge and viewpoints of the
application domain and the RA process. The different viewpoints can be
modeled using the specification driver and made available to the
requirement engineer to combine and analyze or analyzed together by the
team.
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maintains a good relationship between them. One of the benefits of the RA
framework created in the thesis is to point out experts thereby improving
negotiation and collaboration. The model-based RA process has a platform
for negotiation and was created with the intention to use SysML to analyze
the design need and to connect people and information. This is in line with
the research result of Hofmann and Lehner (2001). According to them,
there should be an ongoing collaboration to make sure that requirements
are interpreted properly, in order to cope with fluctuating requirements,
and to avoid communication breakdowns.
5.2.4

A Focus on Justification with Respect to an Improved Process

The social aim of the research is to improve the RA process in engineering
design, i.e. to realize a more effective, efficient and conscious process. This
is reflected as the success criterion, defined to evaluate the process support
after commercial implementation in the industry. Since direct justifications
of design tools and method is only achievable through successful
application to practical design problems (Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009).
Buur (1990) also argues that this method is unrealistic due to the stochastic
nature of the design process. Furthermore, he argues that the large number
of influencing factors makes repetition of experiments virtually impossible.
Buur suggests logical verification method (i.e., consistency, the
completeness of models and possible explanations with case studies) and
verification by acceptance (i.e., acceptance by relevant scientific community
or to experience designers) for verifying the validity of a design concept.
Moreover, large amounts of resources and time are required to evaluate
many methodologies and design supports inclined with softwaredevelopment methodologies. Therefore, empirical evaluation often happens
when they have been widely accepted and analyzed and evaluated against
other choices. In some cases, this may come almost a decade later, as in the
example of the Agile model which evolved in the mid-1990’s and empirical
evaluation occurred after 2002 (Melnik et al. 2002).
The evaluation of the success of the RA support product was through the
validation of the measurable criteria to assess the research contributions as
the scope of the thesis limit test based on the success criterion.
Consequently, the assessment is by theoretical evaluation and through case
study examples to demonstrate the supporting models within each article
and verification by acceptance (Buur 1990). However, a preliminary
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justification of the success criterion is by evaluation of the RA support in a
suitable laboratory setting as formulated in the following plan.
A preliminary justification plan is to evaluate the model-based support
tool with respect to improving the RA process to realizing a more efficient,
effective and user conscious process. The application and usefulness of
SysML are crucial in determining the effect of modeling on the process
improvement. CORAMOD implemented with SysML will be chosen for the
evaluation since it is the core of the system. The evaluation will be done
through a controlled experiment with two groups. The experiment will start
with a pilot study to identify and correct harmful side-effects that can
interfere with the desire functionality of the support and the overall
evaluation process.
The experiment will involve 26 designers (practitioners) with different
specialties based on the 13 checklist categories. This will be divided into two
groups of 13 designers each. The designers will be subjected to the following
procedure.
1. An introduction section explaining the way the designer will be
working.
2. The designer will answer an initial questionnaire to capture the
background and experience.
3. If the engineer is in the CORAMOD/SysML group, he will receive
a tool training session.
4. The groups will receive a problem statement, and relevant
documentation, lists of possible questions and answers.
5. Upon the completion of all the tasks, there will be debriefing
(interview).
There are three main functions of the evaluation based on effectiveness,
efficiency, and user awareness (consciousness). The effectiveness of the
support is important to measure but apart from that, its efficiency (i.e., cost
against the benefit) and user satisfaction is important to consider. The
support may have the required effect, but this might be of little use if using
the support substantially increases the time required or is not accepted by
the users. Therefore, to focus the experiment, the three functions will be
translated into three research questions to reflect on reduced process time,
cost and enhance user friendliness. For instance, ‘does the provision of
CORAMOD/SysML reduce the time required in analyzing customer
requirements?’ for each of the questions, measurable hypotheses are
formulated that describe the expected effects of the support tool in the RA
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process.

For

example,

compare

with

designers

working

without

CORAMOD/SysML, designers using CORAMOD/SysML document more
relevant

specifications

during

RA-based’

or

‘designers

using

CORAMOD/SysML are aware of what requirements to look for’.
There will be a total of four different tasks in a fix order. The first task
requires deriving functional and non-functional requirements from a single
customer need statement. The second task will require team negotiation to
prioritize the requirements identified. The third task will consist of
identifying dependencies between the various requirements and identifying
more requirements. The requirements will then be quantified in the fourth
task. It is estimated that the experiment will take three to four days to
complete all the tasks (assuming 7,5 hours/day, excluding nondevelopment activities).
Data collection for the evaluation will be accomplished by videotaping the
activities of the groups. Other sources are initial questionnaires capturing
the designers’ background and experience, solution submitted at the end of
each

task

and audio

taped semi-structured debriefing interview.

Videotaping (direct observation) is intended to capture nonverbal
responses and to provide insight about collaboration, frustration and
fatigue, for example. Solutions presented at the end of each task will
provide quality and number of requirements and allow for an estimated
percentage of time spent on each task. Semi-structured interview will
provide information on the designer's requirements, confidence and
satisfaction level. Data collected will be subjected to subsequent processing
by Protocol Analysis (Sanderson et al. 1989).
The application of protocol analysis will involve the choice of an encoding
vocabulary, definition of encoding rules, data encoding using Protocol
Analysis Software (Sanderson et al. 1989), and inter-coder reliability
checks. The analysis is conceptually similar but not identical to the
principal components-analysis in the sense of looking for patterns, rather
than in the sense of a data reduction technique. Key patterns will appear
consistently in the various experimental groups to help assess how access to
CORAMOD/SysML had an impact on improving the RA process.

5.3

Reliability and Validity

The research results presented in this thesis is based on five articles. The
research approach is based on the DRM framework, and the first article is
supported with the case study research approach. As in all research and in
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the case study approach, according to Yin (2003) and Siggelkow (2007),
consideration must be given to construct validity, internal validity,
external validity and reliability.
Construct validity means selecting the specific types of issues to be
studied and the most appropriate measurement tool for the concept being
studied. The researcher formulated the research problem and topics
covered within an industry-related research project in an academic
environment. Consequently, it could be assumed that the research topic is
relevant to both the academia and the industry. The research problem has
also been reflected against appropriate literature. In addition, the
researcher used a systematic approach base on the DRM to support a more
rigorous scientific approach.
The viewing of the research problem was also from different
complementary perspectives, through three journal articles and two
conference papers. The research articles have been written in cooperation
and carefully reviewed by others to eliminate the influence of a single
researcher. In addition, each perspective was reflected against the
literature. However, if selected perspective may be different, this may have
an influence on the obtained result.
Levy (1988) in his work established construct validity using the single–
case exploratory design. However, Yin (2003) suggested using multiple
sources of evidence as the way to ensure construct validity. The current
study used multiple sources of evidence; participatory, observation,
informal interviews and documents. Therefore, it meets the test of
construct validity.
Internal validity denotes the property of an empirical study where the
result is consistent within its local context (Berander and Wohlin 2003).
Levy established internal validity using the single-case explanatory design.
However, three perspectives are used to address the internal validity of the
findings in this thesis. Firstly, we used the triangulation of data sources and
data collection techniques to improve the internal validity of the findings
during the case study research. Triangulation refers to the use of several
approaches to the investigation of a research question to enhance
confidence in the ensuing findings (Stake 1995). In the context of data
collection, it serves to substantiate the data gathered from other sources.
Secondly, the study was carried out in the research project over a period of
two years, which improved further the internal validity of the findings. The
long-term view, coupled with participation and direct observation allowed
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us to verify the findings made at the beginning of the study. It also allowed
for discovering new issues that relate to the research question.
Thirdly, the articles included in this dissertation have undergone either a
triple-blind review or a double-blind review. Therefore, they have been
subjected to critical judgment by the scientific community. Airala and
Pekanen (2002) pointed out that publicity and judgment by the scientific
community are integral parts of scientific research. Nevertheless, comments
made by reviewers vary to some degree and this depends on the publishing
journal and may result in slightly different opinions. The manners the
selected articles are combined, and the capabilities of the researcher may
also have an influence on the general conclusion.
External validity is concerned with the problem of knowing whether the
research findings can be generalized beyond the immediate context of the
study (Yin 2003). The case study involved an industry-related engineering
project in the academia. Therefore, the studies covered four Finnish
companies enabling generalization. It must be noted that these are large
and multi-national companies, which are advanced and development
oriented, which support the attempts to make generalization. Nevertheless,
the academic based component, together with the geographical and cultural
narrowness may decrease the justification for generalization. The direct
generalization of the results is limited to the studied industry sector.
Reliability is the reproducibility of measurement. The objective is to
ensure that other researchers can repeat research and obtain similar results
by following the described procedures (Yin 2003). The research
methodology and process used in this dissertation are documented in the
published articles, making it feasible to repeat the research and to compare
the results. The reliability is also ensured by accurate documentation of the
research making it possible to audit the research process and results
afterwards. According to Eskola and Suoranta (1998), the most critical
aspect for reliability is the researcher. Relying excessively on the
researchers’ observations may lead to invalid research findings. The
researcher must recognize his biases and values. A combination of iterative
literature review with the case study and iterative Grounded Theory
analysis was adopted together with a stance of neutrality to reduce the bias.
However, no research is perfect and incorrect conclusions are possible.
The rest of the articles and study is conducted based on the DRM
framework. An approach that is similar to DRM and provides very useful
methods is Action Research (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009). In contrast to
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other approaches, evaluation (i.e. validation) as well as development is part
of the approach. Therefore, the research method in Action Research aims at
alternating action (development, implementation and introduction) with
critical reflection (evaluation) (Avison et al. 1999). According to Blessing
and Chakrabarti, Action Research is usually qualitative and participative,
and can be seen as a form of rapid prototyping, and the evaluation aspect is
formative. In terms of DRM, Action Research corresponds to a cyclic
process involving the Prescriptive Study and Descriptive Study-II. The main
difference between the two is that, Action Research focuses on obtaining
conclusions

about

specific

supports

in

a

specific

situation

(individualization). DRM in supporting design research aims its validation
stage at obtaining generic statements about partial implementations
(generalization).
The evaluation in DRM is not restricted to formative aspect but can be any
aspect, including summative. Formative evaluation provides information
for program improvement, and summative evaluation determines whether
a program is effective and should be continued. Evaluation in engineering
design research is different from other disciplines such as social science and
computer science where they evaluate a support that is realized to its full
extent and introduced into the field for real use, or at least intended to be so
(i.e. individualization). Patton (2002) recommends qualitative case method
when individualization of the outcome is aimed. However, in most
engineering design research projects as is the case here, only demonstrators
or concepts are available. The project and thus the evaluation are aimed at
obtaining a proof-of-concept (i.e. generalization).
The study has resulted in a new model-based support improving the RA
process in engineering design. The chosen success criterion is a more
improved (i.e., reduced process time, cost and enhance user friendliness)
RA process. The criterion requires an empirical evaluation, in the form of
real implementation of the support product in an industrial setting.
However, this is difficult to assess within the scope of the thesis. Therefore,
the measurable criteria which are high process quality (consciousness,
usability,

efficiency

and

effectiveness)

and

high

process

output

(unambiguous, traceable and validatable design specification) are assessed.
The assessment is by theoretical evaluation through comprehensive
theoretical validations; relative and absolute validation procedures.
Furthermore, the assessment was through case study examples to
demonstrate the support models within each article and verification by
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acceptance through publication for assimilation and evaluation (Buur
1990).

5.4

Limitations

In this research, there was an investigation to improve the RA process from
the perspective of designers in engineering design. The case studies, done in
a multi-disciplinary environment to collect data can be considered not to
fully reflect the designers’ opinion. The improvement of the RA process is
also based on methods from other disciplines. However, engineering design
has become complex and dynamic and involves a variety of factors.
Therefore, the study of design often requires the selection and combination
of research methods from various disciplines. Bessant and McMahon (1979)
point out that it is important to consider using multiple methods, because
studies on multi-dimensional problems such as design activity require
multi-level and multi-method approaches.
The external validity of the results is difficult to determine. In other
words, one cannot confidently generalize from the four companies,
especially from the quantitative sense. However, Patton indicated that
studying a relatively small number of special cases that are successful at
something can be a good resource of lessons learned. Namely, one can learn
from the study of a small number of companies. The case study together
with the Grounded Theory method also involves holistic investigation and
utilizes a range of different methods.
Nevertheless, the case study research method used is frequently criticized.
A frequent criticism is that, dependency on a single case makes it incapable
of providing a generalizing conclusion (Tellis, 1997). Hamel (1993) rejects
the criticism as poorly founded. Yin and Hamel forcefully argued that the
relative number of cases does not provide a generalized conclusion. There
are also concerns with the use of participation in the case study. The main
concern with this method is the potential bias as an active participant.
However, the method allows for direct observation studies on-site to collect
data. The strength of the interaction methods is the discovery of
discrepancies not disclosed by a survey of only interview answers. The
process of going through Grounded Theory systematically was useful for
raising consciousness about the RA process as it happens. The constant
reflexive comparisons/contrasts between the cases also allowed for intricate
factors to emerge, which explained some of the problems associated with
RA in the engineering design. Nonetheless, the method has the drawback of
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selectivity, which might miss some facts. Moreover, repeating the research
cycle is of value in some ways, but it does not ensure that the findings will
have high reliability.
The assessment of the RA support was through the measurable criterion
by theoretical evaluation and verification by acceptance. This has the
drawback that design concept is basically confirmed by analysis of cases,
observations and acceptance. This does not automatically provide a full
guarantee for the validity of the synthesis activities. Verification by
acceptance implies a pedagogic problem, including the willingness of a
designer to accept a method and the complexity of the information (Buur
1990).

However, assessment through the measurable success criteria

serves as reliable indicators for the success criterion and product success as
it is assumed that the link between the two exists (Blessing & Chakrabarti
2009). More confidence is therefore attained by implementing to evaluate
the chosen success criterion.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter gives a summary of the research, a summary of the main
contributions and discusses further research topics.

6.1

Summary

The research reported in this thesis focused on developing a concept of
model-based RA in the engineering design domain. There were the
development, and use of formalized models of design to enhance computer
application to support the described task of RA. Thereby, there was the
provision in the form of published articles, the modeling of informal textbased customer requirement statements to complete and verifiable design
specifications with corresponding traceable decisions.
The work done was in stages in a systematic way using DRM. The first
stage focused on an extensive study of descriptive and prescriptive
literature that could be important for developing a support for improving
the RA process. This was to reveal the characteristics of the conceptual
phase of engineering design and the RE process in other engineering
domains. It was supplemented by a case study research with Grounded
Theory data analysis method in order to identify additional, relevant
characteristics and information on the RA process as it happens.
The social aim of the work is improving RA in the engineering design
domain to realize a more effective, efficient and conscious process. This was
based on the assumption that focusing on modeling existing processes and
using computer modeling tools to model the RA process will enhance its
effectiveness and efficiency; that awareness of an existing process is the first
step towards improvement, and the progress made and lessons learned in
one prominent engineering discipline can be applied to improve another in
a similar context.
Therefore, the chosen success criterion was a more improved (i.e.,
reduced process time, cost and enhance user friendliness) RA process. The
measurable success criteria are high process quality (consciousness,
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efficiency and effectiveness) and high process output (well-formed
requirements, i.e. unambiguous, traceable, and validatable). Based on the
social aim and criteria, the scientific aim of the work is to acquire sufficient
knowledge to develop and evaluate a RA framework, upon which to build a
model-based computer support tool, where an improved design model is
the core. The central question asked is:
What design attributes can we use for a requirements analysis
framework and how can a model of design be improved upon which to
build a model-based requirements analysis process with computer support
to improve the process in engineering design?
The work is studied based on the central research question from four
complementary viewpoints discussed with five research articles. The chosen
success criterion was defined to evaluate the process support after
commercial implementation in the industry. Consequently, there was the
formulation of a preliminary evaluation plan. However, the scope of the
thesis limits this test. Therefore, the evaluation of the success of the
supporting product was through the validation of the measurable criteria to
assess the research contributions. The assessment is by theoretical
evaluation and through case study examples to demonstrate the support
models within each article. In addition, there was verification by acceptance
through publication to the relevant scientific community (Buur 1990,
Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009).

6.2

Contributions

One of the main research contributions of this work is that it provides a new
knowledge about RA process improvement. This study supplements the
relative less modeling and computer applications to the development of
requirements in the engineering design domain. This approach enhances a
requirement-driven and integrated design, development and testing.
The thesis highlights the importance of applying a systematic approach to
the RA process. The application is highlighted through the use of a
knowledge rich requirement checklist. Once the systematic procedure is in
place, it is possible to measure the effectiveness of the process and to
improve. The approach helps the designer to eliminate personal preferences
improving this way his effectiveness and productivity. The use of the
checklist means that all aspects and sources of requirements together with
stakeholder viewpoints are taking into account. This ensures a conscious
process to arrive at a complete collection of requirements. The systematic
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approach also facilitates the use of automated tools to increase productivity
and reduce costs.
The thesis also emphasizes the potential of the model-based RA process as
a method of supporting and facilitating an interdisciplinary engineering
approach through the RA framework and the use of SysML. The modeling
activity is used to eliminate problems encountered in the document-based
approach and to make the process iterative and repeatable. The documentbased approach to RA can be rigorous but has some fundamental
limitations. The completeness, consistency and relationships between
design specifications, concept solution, engineering analysis and test
information are difficult to assess since the information is spread across
several documents. This makes it hard to understand a particular aspect of
the complex product and to perform the necessary change impact
assessment and traceability. This in turn, leads to poor synchronization
between the problem space and the solution space. The model-based RA
process is a formalize application of modeling to support requirement
analysis, verification and validation in the conceptual design phase to
compensate for these limitations. Therefore, the model-based RA is
intended to facilitate requirement development activities that have
traditionally been performed using the document-based approach and
result in enhanced communication, precision, integration and reuse.
The use of SysML provides important characteristics such as high levels of
abstraction, human-readability, precise, iterative and mapping to the later
phases of design and other modeling tools. By using iterative process steps,
defects are systematically identified, analyzed and revised at the conceptual
stage. Consequently, the risks of costs overrun because of changes or
defects at a later phase are reduced. Expressing the requirements in terms
of models successively leads to the elimination of ambiguities. Using
checklist stereotypes in SysML improves traceability. SysML is hence
managements,

communications

and

an

integrating

tool

for

the

stakeholders.
The importance of simulation to evaluate design has increased in
contemporary design. Modeling and simulation enable designers to test the
design specifications by using virtual rather than physical experiments. An
important contribution in this thesis is that, the modeling approach
provides modeling schemes, which are easy to validate through simulation.
Modeling as well as simulation is indispensable when developing complex
products. It enables an essential assessment before products are built. It
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also alleviates the need for physical prototyping and assures the quality of
the derived requirements. Early validation and quality assurance of design
specifications are indispensable to avoid wrong decisions and minimize the
risk of high change and failure costs, particularly in later phases of product
development.
The use of dimensional analysis and qualitative reasoning bring new
dimensions to RA. It provides more insight into the analysis phase and
enables exploring the potential behavior of the proposed design. Therefore,
it is expected to help in discovering the main limitations of the design
solution to be proposed already at an early stage in the design process. In
this way, it provides better comparability between the information
produced by the different simulation models that are developed in the
design process. It also eliminates the gap between the problem space and
the solution space through the use of the analytical language, which is
common to both.
One of the main findings of the research is the important aspect of
information in developing requirements. Access to relevant information in
the RA process is significant for decision making. The support model
creates an important basis for information system management and
integration. It also acts as an information search portal and as a valuable
communication source. The application of the checklist along with the
capability to store and apply additional information significantly enhances
the re-use of knowledge and collaboration efforts. The method also
enhances a multidisciplinary approach which is crucial in contemporary
design.
The research is of both industrial and academic importance. The
possibility and advantages of computer-aided RA of complex products from
an engineering perspective are not fully exploited in the industry today.
Achieving a more efficient modeling and simulation process will lead to
better analysis of the problem space leading to an improved exploration of
the solution space. This will contribute to a successful product development
and a better product which is directly related to marketing success and the
success of the company. Another contribution with regard to the academia
is providing design engineers with appropriate methods and tools. This
reduces the lead-time by permitting a more model and simulation driven
process in the conceptual design phase. Likewise, the descriptive and
prescriptive parts of this thesis develop knowledge about how design
models can be utilized to give optimal support to the conceptual design.
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In conclusion, the study creates a new knowledge on RA and modeling to
derive requirements from customer need statements in the conceptual stage
in the engineering design domain. Therefore, a model-based checklist RA
process is created to realize an improved process. The support model
contributes to high process quality and process output as assessed based on
the measurable criteria.

6.3

Recommendation for Future Research

Many issues have been identified during this dissertation process, which
requires further studies. However, they have been excluded and shifted to
future studies as a single dissertation can only cover limited issues.
First, one of the future research goals is to acquire further confidence in
the research result by implementing the chosen success criterion. The
criterion requires an empirical evaluation,

in the form of real

implementation of the support product in the engineering industry.
However, this will be preceded by evaluation based on the preliminary plan
in the suitable laboratory setting. The outcome will be used to improve the
support and to develop an initial implementation of the model-based
support with several engineers from the industry to investigate.
The nature of engineering design activities and products are different
than, for instance, software or architectural engineering. Therefore, the
model-based support may not be suitable for RA in other domains.
Consequently, there is an interest to investigate the suitability of the
support tool in the other engineering domains.
The focus in this research has been on development of complex products
in large organizations. There exist Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SMEs) using a combination of creative design (i.e. solution-oriented
strategy) and ad-hoc approaches for non-complex products. For noncomplex products, there may be some difficulties encountered as the
support cannot be used to its fullest extent. Therefore, the suitability of the
support developed for SMEs is a focus for future work.
A formalized approach has been advocated in the study. This is to allow
computer application and automation of the modeling process. Since a first
justification has been established, future work will complete this analysis by
focusing on the exploitation of machine readable knowledge representation
that will favor partial automation. From the research, it was evident that
verification can be accomplished through a combination of interactive and
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automatic simulation in the form of Color Petri Nets (CPN).

Future

research will include CPN computer tool application and the integration
with SysML for data and model interchange. The use of dimensional
analysis and qualitative reasoning in RA open new research avenues in
conceptual design and this requires future consideration.
The requirement checklist was one of the cornerstones of this study. The
research indicates that it provides valuable support for managing
information for RA. Creating information management systems based on
the checklist structure is a focus for prospective work. Customizing existing
information management systems based on the checklist and the cooperation with other database systems (i.e. PDM, ERP) are other areas for
future consideration.
The aim of engineering design is to develop good products. The
importance of RA for a successful product development to get quality
products is also recognized. The product quality has links to customer
satisfaction and the amount of profit, which are of business benefit to a
company. In this study, there was no measurement of the business benefit
from the RA process improvement. Other research reports also imply that
how RA process improvement contributes to a product's success can be
difficult to show (e.g. Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009). Therefore, one of the
future works is to imply the benefits from the RA process to product quality
and to find reliable and effective ways to assess the business benefits. This
is also a challenging research topic for the RE research community.
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APPENDIX

A.

CHECKLIST

FOR

SETTING UP DESIGN SPECIFICATION

108

Performance
The capacity of the
product

Geometry
Size and form of
product

Material
Kind of material to be
used for the product

2

3

4

1

Material
(Flow and transport,
physical and chemical
properties, design for
manufacturing (DFM)
(food regulation etc.)

Geometry
(Size, height, length,
breadth, diameter,
space, connection,
arrangement, extension)

Checklist for setting
up requirement list
(Pahl and Beitz
2007)

Performance
(quantity-how many,
how much; quality- how
well; coverage-area;
timelines- responsive,
frequent)

input-output
(Functional requirement
is a subset )

Sources of
requirements
(Bahill and Dean,
1999)

Physical
requirements
size, weight, shape,
surface finish

Functional
performance
flow of energy,
information, material;
operational step;
efficiency; accuracy

Elements of
product
specification
(Dieter 2000)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA

Aspects
considered
leading to
identification of
requirements
(Sudin et al. 2010)
Function
What the product will
be able to do

A.1

Appendix A. Checklist for Setting up Design Specification

Materials
Special materials
needed, should be
specified quoting
the
appropriate
standards

Performance
how fast,
how slow, how
often, continuously
vs. discontinuous,

Elements of
product
specification
(Pugh, 1999)

Material
properties of final
product, flow of
material, DFM

Geometry
dimensions
space

Categories for
searching and
decomposing
Spec. (Otto et al,
2001)

Spatial
constraint
Performance
requirements that
relate to how the
product must fit with
other products

Function
performance
Elements of
performance that
describes the
product´s behavior

Types of customer
requirements
(Ullman, 2002)

Safety
Safety to the user,
standard, test, etc.

Cost
Total product cost,
project cost, cost
demand

Maintenance
How easy the
product could be
maintained

Mechanical
properties
e.g. strength,
deformation, etc.

8

9

10

Option for
solution
available option to
improve the
product within the
requirement
Standard
Specific standard or
rule that need to be
fulfilled

(Sudin et al.
2010)

Costs
(Maximum permissible
manufacturing cost, cost
of tooling, material cost,
time, investment and
depreciation)
Maintenance
(Servicing interval,
inspection, exchange
and repair, painting,
cleaning)

Safety
(Direct safety systems,
operational and
environmental safety)

(Pahl and Beitz
2007)

Cost
(manpower,
resources,
monetary cost)

Laws or
Standards
Requirements
could specify
compliance with
certain laws or
standards
Safety
how the item
should behave
under both normal
and abnormal
conditions

(Bahill and
Dean, 1999)

Maintainability/reparability
It’s a life-cycle issue

Financial performance
investment,
profitability

Safety regulations
All safety regulations need to be
considered

Standards
All product standards that may be
applicable

(Dieter 2000)

Target Product Cost
Target production costs
should be established
from the outset and
checked against existing
or like products
Maintenance
Consider all relevant
points, e.g. Is regular
maintenance available
or desirable

Safety
safety aspects of the
proposed design and
place in the market
must be considered

Standard
International standards
to be specified

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)

7

6

5

A.2

Maintenance
servicing
intervals,
repair

Costs
manufacturing
cost, materials
costs

Safety
protection issues

(Otto and
Wood 2001)

Safety
Designers
responsibility to
ensure safety of
product
List safety req.
separately
Cost
Capital cost
Unit cost

Standards
Performance
standards
Test method
standards
Codes of practice

(Ullman,
2002)

Assembly
Manual,
automation,
volume, etc.

User interface
(Ergonomic)
Safety, easy to
learn, easy to use,
etc.

Usage (user,
application)
Operator,
maintenance
personnel,
operation hours.

15

16

Component
interface
Interface specs,
standard, type
Production
Production
requirement, cost,
technology,
supplier, assembly
lead time,
automation

(Sudin et al.
2010)
Testing
What kind of
testing the
product needs to
undergo

Ergonomics
(Man-machine
relationship, type of
operation, operating
height, clarity of
layout, sitting
comfort, lighting,
shape compatibility)
Operation
(Quietness, Noise,
wear, special uses,
marketing area,
destination (eg.
Tropical conditions))

Production
(Factory limitations,
maximum possible
dimensions,
preferred production
methods, means of
production,
achievable quality
and tolerance,
wastage)
Assembly
(Special regulations,
installation,
foundations, sitting)

(Pahl and Beitz
2007)
Quality Control
(Possibility of testing
and measuring,
application of special
regulations and
standards)
Technology
(set of componentshardware, software,
bioware)
Manufacturing
process

(Bahill and
Dean, 1999)
System test
To verify that the
design and the
system satisfy the
requirements.

service environment
operation space (factory floor),
storage, transportation,

Human factors
ergonomics
user training

manufacturing
material selection capabilities
suppliers

Diagnosability/testability
It’s a life-cycle issue

(Dieter 2000)

Installation
Many products must
interface with other
products or be
assembled into large
products (buildings).
Ergonomics
Man-machine
interface devices must
be a delight to use
potential users must
be consulted

Manufacturing
Facilities
Is the product
constrained to
techniques with
which the company is
familiar?

Testing
in factory testing
on site testing or both
testing is related to
performance

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)

14

13

12

11

A.3

Operation
environmental
issues such as
noise

Ergonomics
comfort issues,
human interface
issues

Assembly
set by DFMA or
special
regulations or
needs

Production
factory
limitations,
tolerances,
wastage

(Otto and
Wood 2001)
Quality
control
possibilities for
testing

Manufacturing/Assembly
1. quantity to be
manufactured
2. Company capabilities

(Ullman, 2002)

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

A.4

(Sudin et al.
2010)
Mechanism
Desire
input/output
force and
movement

Signals
(inputs and outputs,
form, display, control
equipment)
Schedules
(Time constraints, end
date of development,
project planning and
control, delivery date)

Forces
(Direction, magnitude,
frequencies, Weight,
load, deformation,
stiffness, elasticity,
inertia, resonance)
Recycling
(Reuse, reprocessing,
waste disposal, storage)

(Pahl and Beitz
2007)
Kinematics
(Velocity, acceleration,
degree of freedom, type
of motion, direction of
motion)

Environment
Concern for the
environment will
produce
requirements

Reliability
(could be
performance
requirement)

Intangibles
(aesthetics, prestige,
motives)

(Bahill and
Dean, 1999)

Environmental
Social, political and legal
requirement

Time schedule
Corporate constraints

life cycle issues
useful life, reliability,
robustness, retirement
from service and
recyclability
cost

Human factors
aesthetics

(Dieter 2000)

Environment
All aspects of the
product's likely
environment should
be considered

Time Scale
What is the timescale for the project
as a whole?

Weight
What is the
desirable weight?

Aesthetics,
Appearance and
Finish
Color, shape, form
and texture

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)

Schedules
time constraints

Signals
input and output, display

Forces- direction,
magnitude, frequency,
load imposed by, energy
type, efficiency, capacity,
conversion, temperature

Kinematics
type and direction of
motion, velocity

(Otto and Wood 2001)

Environmental
issues
Establish impact of
product on the
environment
Disposal of waste
Disposal of product

Time
From consumer
In the market or
manufacturing need

Appearance
Attractive
appearance

(Ullman, 2002)

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

A.5

(Sudin
et al.
2010)

Transport
(Lifting limitations, clearance, means
of transport (height, weight), nature
and conditions of dispatch)

Energy
(Output, efficiency, loss, friction,
ventilation, state, pressure,
temperature, heating, cooling, supply,
storage, capacity, conversion)

(Pahl and Beitz 2007)

Customer
Requirements from
customers mission
statement
Trade-off
(trade-off between
performance and cost)

Ethics

Company policy
Company policy is
another way of stating
requirements

(Bahill and Dean,
1999)

legal
requirement
regulations,
Standards
safety and product
liability
patents and
intellectual
properties
consult all areas of
useful information

Corporate ethics
Corporate
constraints

Corporate
constraints
trademark –
marketing tools

(Dieter 2000)

Customer
It is essential to obtain first-hand
information on customer likes,
dislikes, preferences and prejudices

Patents
consult all areas of useful
information

Legal
Consider legal aspects of a design at
the PDS stage. Legislation has been
adopted for product defects.

Company Constraints
Manufacturing facility constraints
financial and investment constraints,
and attitude.
Shipping
By land, see or air
Maintain competitiveness of the
product when is shipped overseas.
Lifting capabilities provision for
lifting points.

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)

Transport
packaging
needs

(Otto and
Wood 2001)

(Ullman,
2002)

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

A.6

(Sudin
et al.
2010)

(Pahl
and
Beitz
2007)

Business practices
(policies-quality, environmental
safety, health plans, investment)
Systems engineering
(accessibility to all files and
documents)
Project management
Access to source code for all
software might be a project
management requirement
Marketing
(customer research studies)
Common sense
(unstated requirements which
are assumed to be known by the
designer)
legacy
(indirect stated requirements by
customer)

(Bahill and Dean, 1999)

Social and political requirement
Regulations, environmental,
standards, safety and product liability,
patents and intellectual properties

(Dieter 2000)

Processes
If special processes are to be used during
manufacture, they should be defined
Size
Is there any restriction on the size of the
product?
Disposal
Included as a primary element as the
effects of man's design of products impinge
on the environment.
Political and Social Implications
the effect of consumer
movements, the stability of the market,
and the avoidance of product features that
can create social unrest and upset
Market Constraints
Feedback from the market place should be
considered

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and sources considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)
(Otto
and
Wood
2001)

(Ullman,
2002)

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

A.7

(Sudin et
al. 2010)

(Pahl and
Beitz
2007)

Data collection
If an existing system is similar to the proposed new
system, then existing data collection activities can
be used to help discover system requirements
Design Engineers
impose requirements on the system

(Bahill and Dean, 1999)

(Dieter
2000)
Competition
analysis of competition must be carried
out
Packing
Consider form of packaging for
transportation, storage, etc. Cost of packaging
will add to the product cost and volume.
Quality Reliability
ensure adequate feedback of any
failure analysis to the design team
Shelf Life Storage
Shelf life and means to combat must be
specified at the outset
Life In Service
short or long life which criteria should this be
applied?
Documentation
Product documentation is important in terms
of instructions to the user, the maintainer etc.
Quantity
How many products to be made in one run?
How often?
Product Life Span
Some indication of the life of a product is a
marketable entity

(Pugh, 1999)

Aspects and source considered as checklist by different authors for RA (cont´d)
(Otto and
Wood
2001)

(Ullman,
2002)

FUNCTIONAL
PERFORMANCE

PHYSICAL
REQUIREMENT

SERVICE LOCATION

LIFE CYCLE ISSUES

HUMAN FACTORS

TIME SCHEDULE
MANUFACTURING

2

3

4

5

6
7

time schedule
manufacturing
- material selection
- capabilities
- suppliers

functional
performance
-flow of energy
-flow of information
-flow of material
-Operational steps
-efficiency
-accuracy
physical requirement
-size
-weight
-shape
-surface finish
service location
- operation space
(factory floor)
- storage,
- transportation
life cycle issues
-useful life, reliability
-robustness
-maintainability
-diagnosability
-testability
-repair ability
- retirement from
service
-recyclability
human factors
-aesthetics
-ergonomics
-user training

(Dieter 2000)

schedules
- material
- production

- material
- production

ergonomics

- quality control
- maintenance

-assembly
- transport
- operation

- geometry
- forces
- material
-k

- signal
- material
- operation

(Otto and Wood
2001)

schedules

ergonomics

- quality control
- maintenance
- recycling

- assembly
- transport
- operation

- geometry
- forces
- material
- kinematics

- Energy
- signal
- material
- operation

(Pahl and
Beitz 2007)

Combined aspects and sources to create Unified checklist

Checklist category

1

A.8

manufacturing/
assembly

time

- spatial constraint

functional
Performance

(Ullman, 2002)

- material
-manufacturing
facilities

time scale

- customer
- ergonomics
- aesthetics

- disposal
- maintenance
- quality reliability
- testing
- product life span
- installation
- life in service

- shipping
- packing
- politics
- shelf life storage

- size
- weight
- quantity

-material
-processes

Performance

(Pugh, 1999)

- manufacturing
process

- intangibles
(aesthetics, prestige)
-common sense
- customer
- legacy

- system test
- reliability

-technology

performance
- Input – Output

(Bahill and Dean,
1999)

SAFETY REGULATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS

COMPANY POLICY

LEGAL ISSUES

9

10

12

13

11

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

legal issues
- Corporate ethics
- legal requirement
- Regulations
- product liability
- intellectual property
right

company policy
- Corporate
constraints

environmental
regulations
standards

safety regulations
-safety and product
liability

financial performance
- investment
- profitability

(Dieter 2000)

quality control

safety

cost

(Pahl and
Beitz 2007)

safety

cost

(Otto and Wood
2001)

Combined aspects and sources to create Unified checklist (cont´d)

Checklist category

8

A.9

standards

environmental
issues

safety

cost

(Ullman, 2002)

Political and Social
Implications
Legal aspects

- politics
- standards
- company constraints

- environment
-disposal

safety

- market constraints
- competition
- product cost

(Pugh, 1999)

- ethics

- business practices
- project management
- company policy

environment

safety

- trade-off
- marketing

(Bahill and Dean,
1999)
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1. Package: specification drivers
1.1 Object Model Diagram name: BusinessEngineeringLoop
Description:
pkg [Package] Constraint-Loop Equation
Technical Constraint-Loop
Market Constraint-Loop

«view»

increase mov ement

«view»

Constraint-Loop Equation
«Permit»

«Permit»
«v iew»

«Permit»
«Permit»

smaller size

«restrict»

«v iewpoint»

«v iewpoint»

«Permit»

Transfer
concerns= ”create effective
and efficient tranfer of
palette goods”

increase manoeuvrability

«view»

more palette goods

more weight

«restrict»

Profit

«view»

«restrict»

«Permit»

«v iew»

more power
«Permit»

«Permit»
«restrict»

«view»

«Permit»

allow heavy lif ting
«Permit»

Package Information
Description:
Package: more power
Package: smaller size
Package: Market Constraint-Loop
Class Information for Package: Market Constraint-Loop
Class name: Profit
Description: concerns=”create customer value to increase profit”
Package Information
Description:
Package: increase maneuverability
Class Information for Package: increase maneuverability
Class name: warehouse environment
Composite: true
Reactive: false
Package: less energy lost
Class Information for Package: less energy lost
Class name: energy
Package: more palette goods
Class Information for Package: more palette goods
Class name: palette_good
Package: ergonomic and legal constraint loop
Class Information for Package: ergonomic and legal constraint loop
Class name: active human involvement
Description:concerns= effectiveness, efficiency and humanity
is involvement necessary or desired?
Is involvement effective, precise and reliable?
Is involvement easy to achieve?
Is activity clear and can it be learnt?
stakeholders= ”industrial designer, legal practitioner”

4

«view»

less energy lost

concerns= ”create customer
value to increase profit”

2. Requirements Diagrams
2.1 Customer requirement statement allocation
req [Package] Initial Requirements [Customer requirement statement allocation]

Initial Requirements models
«Requirement»

ProblemStatement
ID = UR0

need statement=The task is to redesign a forklift truck to distribute palette goods in warehouses . The aim is to reduce the energy
consumption and increase machine manoeuvrability. There is a global market area for the machine. The product should be
ready in 2 years . The product cost should not exceed 20000 Euros . The developed machine should be easy to maintain and
safety issues should be considered.

«Requirement»
«Requirement»

PrimaryRequirement_1
ID = UR0.1
text= distribute palette goods

PrimaryRequirement_3

«Requirement»

SecondaryRequirement_2
ID = UR0.3
ID = UR0.5

text= Increase machine
manoeuvrability

text= Cost is < 20000€

«Requirement»

«Requirement»

«Requirement»

PrimaryRequirement_2

SecondaryRequirement_1

SecondaryRequirement_3

ID = UR0.2

ID = UR0.4

ID = UR0.8

text= Reduce energy
consumption

text= Project schedule is 2 years

text= Consider safety issues

2.1.1 Requirements
PrimaryRequirement_2
Specification: text= Reduce energy consumption
PrimaryRequirement_1
Specification: text= distribute palette goods
Description: text= distribute palette goods
SecondaryRequirement_1
Specification: text= Project schedule is 2 years
SecondaryRequirement_2
Specification: text= Cost is < 20000€
Description: text= Cost is < 20000€
SecondaryRequirement_3
Specification: text= Consider safety issues
Description: text = consider safety issues
PrimaryRequirement_3

5

Specification: text= Increase machine manoeuvrability
Description: text= Increase machine manoeuvrability
ProblemStatement
Description: need statement=The task is to redesign a forklift truck to distribute palette goods in
warehouses. The aim is to reduce the energy consumption and increase machine manoeuvrability. There is
a global market area for the machine. The product should be ready in 2 years. The product cost should not
exceed 20000 Euros. The developed machine should be easy to maintain and safety issues should be
considered.

2.1.2 Packages
Ultimate Requirements

2.2 Checklist Decomposition
req [Package] Initial Requirements [Checklist Decomposition]

Checklist Requirements Decomposition

«Requirement»

«Requirement»

PrimaryRequirement_1

ChecklistRequirements

«Product engineer»

ID = UR0.1

text= distribute palette goods

«FunctionalPerformance»

«trace»

ChecklistRequirements.Functional

«allocate»

ID = CF0.0

«Requirement»

PrimaryRequirement_3

Paul

text= distribute palette goods
«financial expert»

ID = UR0.3
«PhysicalRequirements»

text= Increase machine manoeuvrability
«trace»

ChecklistRequirements.Geometrical
ID = CG0.0

«Requirement»

text= Increase machine manoeuvrability

SecondaryRequirement_2
ID = UR0.5

«allocate»

Cynthia

«FinancialPerformance»

text= Cost is < 20000€

«trace»

«safety engineer»

ChecklistRequirements.Cost
ID = CF0.0

«Requirement»

text= Cost < 20000€

SecondaryRequirement_3
ID = UR0.8

text = consider safety issues

«SafetyRegulations»

«trace»

ChecklistRequirements.safety
«allocate»
ID = CS0.0

text = consider safety issues

2.2.1 Requirements
Functional
Specification: distribute palette goods
Description: text= distribute palette goods
Geometrical
Specification: increase machine maneuverability
Description: text= Increase machine manoeuvrability

6

Bill

ChecklistRequirements

Cost
Specification: cost < € 20000
Description: text= Cost < 20000€
Safety
Specification: consider safety issues
Description: text = consider safety issues
PrimaryRequirement_1
Specification: text= distribute palette goods
Description: text= distribute palette goods
PrimaryRequirement_3
Specification: text= Increase machine maneuverability
Description: text= Increase machine maneuverability
SecondaryRequirement_2
Specification: text= Cost is < 20000€
Description: text= Cost is < 20000€
SecondaryRequirement_3
Specification: text= Consider safety issues
Description: text = consider safety issues

2.2.2 Actors
Bill
Cynthia
Paul

2.2.3 Packages
Checklist Requirements Decomposition

7

2.3 Functional performance requirements
req [Package] Derived_requirements [functional performance
«Func tionalPerf ormanc e»

Checklist Requirements Decomposition.ChecklistRequirements.Functional

Distribute
Goods

«refine»

ID = C F0.0
dist ribut e palett e goods

«derive»

«derive»
«Func tionalPerf ormanc e»

«Func tionalPerf ormanc e»

system control

«Func tionalPerf ormanc e»

remove goods

ID = C F0.01

stark goods

ID = C F0.03

«Func tionalPerf ormanc e»

system operation
ID = C F0.02

ID = C F0.04

«trace»

«trace»

«trace»
«Phy sicalR equirements»

«Requirement»

palette good requirements

operator requirements

«allocate»

«derive»

«derive»

«allocate»

«Stereot y pe»

«Stereot y pe»

HumanFactors

SafetyRegulations

«trace»

«Phy sicalR equirements»

«Requirement»

shelf requirements

operation_environment requirements

«allocate»

«allocate»

«allocate»
«Stereot y pe»

«Stereot y pe»

PhysicalRequirements

EnvironmentalRegulations

2.3.1 Requirements
Functional
Specification: distribute palette goods
Description: text= distribute palette goods
remove goods
Specification: the system shall remove palette goods from shelves
system control
Specification: the system shall be manually controlled
stark goods
Specification: the system shall stark palette goods on shelves
system operation
Specification: the system shall be operated in a warehouse
operator requirements
palette good requirements
shelf requirements
operation_environment requirements

8

2.3.2 UseCases
Distribute Goods

2.4 Design specification
req [Package] specif ication [design specif ication]

«Func tionalPerf ormance»

f unctional_requirements.stark goods
ID = CF0.04
the system shall stark palette goods on shelves

«derive»

«derive»
«Phy s ic alRequirements »

«derive»

«derive»

«Phy s ic alRequirements »

palette good w eight

palette good size

ID = CP0.01

«Phy s ic alRequirements »

«Phy s ic alRequirements »

shelf requirements

ID = CP0.02

system requirements

ID = CP0.03
design specification:

design specification:

The weight of a palette good shall
be equal to or less than 3000kg

the norminal size values shall not
exceed 3% of the target values

ID = CP0.04

«derive»
«derive»

«Requirement »

«derive»

«derive»

shelf Unit Space

«derive»

ID = CP0.031
«Requirement »

«Requirement »

palette good_Height

palette good w idth

ID = CP0.021

«Requirement »

System Torque
«Requirement »

ID = CP0.022

Derived_requirements

design specification:

design specification:

the height of the palette
good shall be 2500m

the width of the palette
good shall be 2000m

ID = CP0.041

ID = CP0.042

2.4.1 Requirements
stark goods
Description: design specification: the system shall stark palette goods on shelves
shelf requirements
system requirements
palette good size
Description: design specification: the nominal size values shall not exceed 3% of the target values
palette good weight
Description: design specification: The weight of a palette good shall be equal to or less than 3000kg
palette good Height
Description: design specification: the height of the palette good shall be 2500m
palette good width
Description: design specification: the width of the palette good shall be 2000m
shelf Unit Space
System Force
System Torque

9

3. UseCase Diagrams
3.1 BlackBox_UseCase
uc [Package] Derived_requirements [BlackBox_UseCase]

1
System Environment
Operator

«include»
Distribute
Goods

Condition: {Active human
participation}
provide protection
Checklist extension Analysis
point:
safety regulation
Human factors
life cycle issues

«include»
«include»

3.1.1 Actors:
Operator
Description: operates system

3.1.2 UseCases:
Distribute Goods
Remove Good
Move System
Stark Good

10

Remove
Good
Move
System
Stark Good

4. SequenceDiagrams
4.1 BlackBox_UseCaseScenario
sd [Package] Derived_requirements [BlackBox_UseCaseScenario]
:Operator

:Distribute
Goods

start() system

remove() palette good

move() palette good

stark() palette good

stop() system

11

4.2 Distribute Goods Decomposition
sd [Package] Transparent-box analysis [Distribute Goods
:Operator

:Move
System

:Remove
Good

:Stark
Good

SendSignal() start system
SystemStart(8)
RegulatePower()
ProvidePower(10)

ControlDirection() forward
MoveSystem() move good
Regulate() remove good
PositionSystem(14)

AttachSystemToGood(15)

LiftGood(16)

MoveGood() to shelf
ReleaseGood(18)

ControlDirection() disengage
DisengageSystem(20)
SendSignal() stop system
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5. Object Model Diagrams
5.1 SI Base Units
Object Model Diagram [Package] BaseSIUnits [SI Base Units]
«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

Length

Meter
dimension:Dimension=Length

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

Mass

Kilogram
dimension:Dimension=Mass

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

Time

Second
dimension:Dimension=Time

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

ElectricCurrent

Ampere
dimension:Dimension=ElectricCurrent

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

ThermodynamicTemperature

Kelvin
dimension:Dimension=ThermodynamicTemperature

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

AmountOfSubstance

Mole
dimension:Dimension=AmountOfSubstance

«Di m ensi on»

«Uni t»

LuminousIntensity

Candela
dimension:Dimension=LuminousIntensity

5.2 SI Derived Units
Objec t Model Diagram [Pack age] Deriv edSI Unit s [SI D eriv ed Units ]
«Dimens ion»

«Unit»

«Dimens ion»

«Unit»

Area

SquareMet er

Mass Dens ity

KilogramPerCubicMet er

dimens ion:D imens ion=Area

«Dimens ion»

Volume

dimens ion:D imens ion=Mas sDens ity

«Unit»

«Dimens ion»

Cubic Meter

Magnet icFieldStrengt h

dimens ion:D imens ion=Volume

«Dimens ion»

Velocit y

«Unit»

«Dimens ion»

«Unit»

MeterPerSecond

Specif ic Volume

Cubic MeterPerKilogram

dimens ion:D imens ion=Veloc ity

«Dimens ion»

Acc eleration

«Unit»

AmperePerMeter

dimens ion:D imens ion=Magnet icFieldSt rengt h

dimens ion:D imens ion=Spec if ic Volume

«Unit»

«Dimens ion»

MeterPerSecondSquared

Amount Of Subst anceConc entratio

dimens ion:D imens ion=Ac celeration

«Unit»

MolePerC ubicMeter

dimens ion:D imens ion=Amount Of Subs tanc eConc entr.

«Dimens ion»

«Unit»

«Dimens ion»

«Unit»

CurrentD ensit y

AmperePerSquareMeter

Luminace

CandelaPerSquareMeter

dimens ion:D imens ion=C urrentD en.

«Dimens ion»

Wav eN umber

dimens ion:D imens ion=Luminace

«Unit»

ReciprocalMeter

dimens ion:D imens ion=W av eNumbe
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6. Block Definition Diagrams
6.1 dependency analysis
bdd [Package] non-functional requirements [dependency analysis]
specification drivers::ergonomic and legal constraint loop

checklist data management

«v iewpoint»

active human involvement
concerns= effectiveness, efficiency and humanity
x is involvement necessary or desired?
x Is involvement effective, precise and reliable?
x Is involvement easy to achieve?

«ImportedProfile»
«ImportedProfile»
1

itsOperator:Operator

x Is activity clear and can it be learnt?
stakeholders= ”industrial designer, legal practitioner”

Operations
control():Forklif t Truck Sy stem
operat e():Forklif t Truck Sy stem

1

1

«activ it y _D»

«activ it y _D»

operates in cycle

interact w ith system

consider requirement checklists:
TimeSchedule
FinancialPerformance

1
«activ it y _D»

interacts w ith environment

consider requirement checklists:
PhysicalRequirements
Standards
HumanFactors
SafetyRegulations

6.1.1 Parts
itsOperator
itsOperates in cycle
itsInteract with system
itsInteracts with environment

6.1.2 Interfaces:
active human involvement
Description: concerns= effectiveness, efficiency and humanity
is involvement necessary or desired?
Is involvement effective, precise and reliable?
Is involvement easy to achieve?
Is activity clear and can it be learnt?
stakeholders= ”industrial designer, legal practitioner”
operates in cycle
interact with system
interacts with environment
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consider requirement checklists:
EnvironmentalRegulations
ServiceLocation

6.2 System Domain
bdd [Package] Transparent-box analysis [System Domain]
«block»

specification drivers::Technical Constraint-Loop::Transf er::Transf e

Attributes

Operations

1
1
«block»

Derived_requirements::System Environment
Derived_requirements::Operator

1
energy_in[*]:
signal_in:

1

1..*
coupling:
interact_1: «block»
external entities

itsDistribute_Goods :Distribut

Attributes
Operations

1

1

«block»

remove goods

Stack goods

Attributes
energy_out[*]:

1

«block»

«block»

energy

Attributes
Operations
entities_out[1..*]:

mov e goods

Attributes

Attributes

Attributes

Operations

Operations

Operations

6.2.1 Parts
itsDistribute_Goods
Activity Chart of Distribute Goods
act [Use Case] Distribute Goods [Black-box Activity]

start
system

provide
power

decisionn

stop
system

control
system

stark
good
provide
traction

1

1
«block»

move
good
remove
good
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«block»

palette_good

Attributes
Operations
coupled:

1
«block»

w arehouse env ironment

A ib
O
i

interact_1:

StateChart of Distribute Goods
stm [Use Case] Distribute Goods [Black-box Analysis]

system on
Stark

GoodsStarked

starking
Reactions

Do/Stark palette good

StartSystem/OUT_PORT
(cc_n) ->GEN
(StartSystem);

moving

neutral select[Power=0]

ProvideTractrion[Power>0]

system off

Reactions

Do/move palette good
ProvideTraction[Power>0]

StopSystem/OUT_PO
RT (cc_n)-> GEN
(StopSystem);

neutral
neutral select

GoodsTransfered
moved

ProvideTractrion[Power >0]
neutral select

removing
removed

GoodsRemoved

Reactions

Do/remove palette good

itsStack goods
itsRemove goods
itsMove goods
itsExternal entities
itsEnergy
itsPalette_good
itsWarehouse environment
itsOperator
itsSystem Environment
itsDistribute Goods
energy_in
signal_in
coupling
interact_1
interact_1
entities_out
energy_out
coupled

6.2.2 Interfaces:
System Environment
warehouse environment
external entities
energy
palette_good
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Stack goods
move goods
remove goods
Transfer Domain block

6.3 BlackBox Analysis
bdd [Package] Derived_requirements [BlackBox Analysis]

«block»

System Environment
input:

Attributes

Output:

Operations

1
«block»

Forklift Truck System
input_1:

Attributes

Operations

6.3.1 Parts
DistributeFunction
Output
input
output_1
input_1

6.3.2 Interfaces:
System Environment
Forklift Truck System
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output_1:

6.4 Criteria network
bdd [Package] criteria analysis [criteria network]
«block»

requirement attribute

Allocated From
ID = CF0.04

Constraints
"the system shall stark palette goods on shelves"
1

1

1

1

1 «ConstraintProperty»

1

1 «ControlAttribute»

1
1

1

1 «ConstraintProperty»

system

1

1

1

«ConstraintProperty»

palette good

1

1

Shelf

1

1

«ControlAttribute»

Weight

Size

Constraints

Constraints

3000kg

Height=2500m

tol: <=

Width=2000m

1 «ControlAttribute»

Torque

Constraints

Depth=2000m
target value =+3%of n.size

6.4.1 Parts
Shelf
system
palette good
Torque
Force
Size
Weight
Unit Space

6.4.2 Interfaces:
requirement attribute
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1
1
1 «ControlAttribute»

Force

Constraints

1
1 «ControlAttribute»

Unit Space

Constraints

7. Internal Block Diagrams
7.1 Decomposition of activity
ibd [Activity_ D] interact with system [decomposition of
«activity_D»

interact with system
«HumanFactors»

«Saf etyRegulations »

support operator
Operator

active
involvement

Note: Support people in a safe
and confortable way

ID = CHF0.02

Protect operator
against falling objects

provide support f or
operator on sys tem

Note: Consider Biomechanical issues
(optimal disposition of control systems)

Note: -Protect againt physical danger
-Exclude health risk or loss

technica
l
process

«HumanFactors»

«LegalIssues»

monitor system

ID = CHF0.01

ID = CL0.01

«bloc k »

«HumanFactors»

Control system

Risk or loss

Forklif t Truck System

Operator safety
ID = CS0.01

ID = CHF0.03

obvious operation, simple
and convenient handling

possible litigation in case
of injury

system shall be easy
to monitor

7.1.1 Flows:
bindingconnector_30
Source: Operator
Sink: interact with system
bindingconnector_32
Source: Forklift Truck System
Sink: interact with system
Activity_D: interact with system
block: Forklift Truck System

7.2 BlackBoxFunction
ibd [block] System Environment [BlackBoxFunction]
«block»

System Environment

1

DistributeFunction:Forklift Truck System
Allocated From

PaletteGoods
input:

ID = CF0.0

DistributedPaletteGood

input_1:

output_1

Object: DistributeFunction
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Output:

7.2.1 Flows:
input_input_1
Source: input
Sink: input_1
output_1_Output
Source: output_1
Sink: Output
block: System Environment

7.3 System Context Diagram
ibd [Package] Transparent-box analysis [System Context Diagram]
«block»

Transfer Domain block
1

itsSystem Environment
1..* itsExternal entities

1

itsEnergy:energy

energy_out[*]:

entities_out[1..*]:

1

itsPalette_good

1 itsWarehouse environment

interact_1:

coupled:

1

itsDistribute Goods

coupling:
1

itsRemove Good

energy_in[*]:
1

1

itsMove System

1

itsStark Good

itsOperator
signal_in:

entities_in:

signal_out[1..*]:

Object: itsDistribute Goods
Object: itsStark Good
Object: itsRemove Good
Object: itsMove System
Object: itsOperator
Object: itsSystem Environment
Object: itsEnergy
Object: itsPalette_good
Object: itsWarehouse environment
Object: itsExternal entities

7.3.1 Flows:
entities_out_entities_in
Source: itsExternal entities
Sink: itsOperator
energy_out_energy_in
Source: itsEnergy
Sink: itsDistribute Goods
signal_out_signal_in
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interact_1:

Source: itsOperator
Sink: itsDistribute Goods
coupling_coupled
Source: itsDistribute Goods
Sink: itsPalette_good
interact_1_interact_1
Source: itsDistribute Goods
Sink: itsWarehouse environment
block: Transfer Domain block

8. Parametic Diagrams
8.1 Dimension network
par [Package] criteria analysis [dimension network]
1

1

Size::Height
h:[L]

«ConstraintBlock»

requirement attribute::basic requirement
1

AllocatedFrom

Size::Width
W:[L]

Time::t
t:[T]

palette
good:

requirement attribute

1

Torque::T

T:[ML2T-2]

system:

Constraints
"the system shall stark palette goods on shelves"
1

1

shelf:

Size::Depth

Power::P

P1:[ML2T-3]

d:[L]
1
1

Weight::w
w:[MLT-2]

Force::F

F1:[MLT-2]
1

Unit Space::V

V1:[L3]

ConstraintBlock: basic requirement
ConstraintProperty: F
ConstraintProperty: P
ConstraintProperty: Height
ConstraintProperty: Depth
ConstraintProperty: w
ConstraintProperty: T
ConstraintProperty: t
ConstraintProperty: V
ConstraintProperty: Width
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9. Element Dictionary
Class: T
Attributes:
T : [ML2T-2]
[ML2T-2]
Class: Torque
Components:
T
Class: P
Attributes:
P1 : [ML2T-3]
[ML2T-3]
Class: Power
Components:
P
Class: system
Attributes:
stacking force : MLT-2
stacking time : T
Class: operations_environment
Class: warehouse
Class: palette good
Attributes:
size : L3
weight : int
Class: Shelf
Attributes:
Upheight : int
pallet number : int
Unit space : L3
Class: V
Attributes:
V1 : [L3]
[L3]
Class: Force
Attributes:
variable : F
F
unit : N
N
Components:
F
Class: F
Attributes:
F1 : [MLT-2]
[MLT-2]
Class: Time
Components:
t
Class: t
Attributes:
t : [T]
[T]
Class: Size
Components:
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Width
Height
Depth
Class: Width
Attributes:
W : [L]
[L]
Class: Height
Attributes:
h : [L]
[L]
Class: Depth
Attributes:
d : [L]
[L]
Class: Weight
Components:
w
Class: Unit Space
Components:
V
Class: w
Attributes:
w : [MLT-2]
[MLT-2]
Interface: energy_in_implicitType
Interface: input_1_implicitType
Interface: entities_out_implicitType
Interface: interact_1_implicitType
Interface: energy_out_implicitType
Interface: coupled_implicitType
Interface: Output_implicitType
Interface: input_implicitType
Interface: output_1_implicitType
Interface: signal_in_implicitType
Interface: coupling_implicitType
Interface: interact_1_implicitType
Interface: entities_in_implicitType
Interface: signal_out_implicitType
Interface: palette good_implicitType
Interface: system_implicitType
Interface: shelf_implicitType
block: Transfer Domain block
Components:
itsOperator
itsSystem Environment
itsDistribute Goods
Activity_D: operates in cycle
Activity_D: interact with system
Activity_D: interacts with environment
ConstraintBlock: basic requirement
Port: palette good
Port: system
Port: shelf
block: requirement attribute
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ConstraintBlock: mass system
Port: mass
Port: time
Port: length
ConstraintBlock: derived requirement statement
Description: "the system shall stark palette goods on shelves"
Viewpoint: active human involvement
Description: concerns= effectiveness, efficiency and humanity
is involvement necessary or desired?
Is involvement effective, precise and reliable?
Is involvement easy to achieve?
Is activity clear and can it be learnt?
stakeholders= ”industrial designer, legal practitioner”
Viewpoint: Profit
Description: concerns= ”create customer value to increase profit”
block: System Environment
Components:
DistributeFunction
itsEnergy
itsPalette_good
itsWarehouse environment
itsExternal entities
Port: Output
Port: input
block: external entities
Components:
system
Port: entities_out
block: Forklift Truck System
Operations:
Transfer_Function()
Components:
itsSystem Environment
itsOperator
itsDistribute Goods
Port: output_1
Port: input_1
block: Stack goods
Components:
Shelf
block: warehouse environment
Components:
warehouse
operations_environment
Port: interact_1
block: palette_good
Port: coupled
block: energy
Port: energy_out
Viewpoint: Transfer
Description: concerns= ”create effective and efficient tranfer of palette goods”
block: move goods
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Components:
palette good
block: remove goods
Object: itsOperator
Operations:
control()
operate()
Components:
itsOperates in cycle
itsInteract with system
itsInteracts with environment
Object: itsOperates in cycle
Components:
Object: itsInteract with system
Components:
Object: itsInteracts with environment
Components:
Object: itsSystem Environment
Components:
DistributeFunction
itsEnergy
itsPalette_good
itsWarehouse environment
itsExternal entities
Object: DistributeFunction
Operations:
Transfer_Function()
Components:
itsSystem Environment
itsOperator
itsDistribute Goods
Object: itsSystem Environment
Components:
DistributeFunction
itsEnergy
itsPalette_good
itsWarehouse environment
itsExternal entities
Object: itsOperator
Operations:
control()
operate()
Components:
itsOperates in cycle
itsInteract with system
itsInteracts with environment
Object: itsDistribute Goods
Event Receptions:
StartSystem()
StopSystem()
Do()
ProvideTractrion()
GoodsRemoved()
GoodsTransfered()
GoodsStarked()
neutral select()
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ProvideTraction()
Components:
itsMove System
itsRemove Good
itsStark Good
itsStack goods
itsRemove goods
itsMove goods
Object: itsMove System
Operations:
SendSignal()
RegulatePower()
ControlDirection()
Components:
Object: itsRemove Good
Operations:
MoveSystem()
Regulate()
Components:
Object: itsStark Good
Operations:
MoveGood()
ControlDirection()
Components:
Object: itsStack goods
Components:
Shelf
ConstraintProperty: Shelf
Attributes:
Upheight : int
pallet number : int
Unit space : L3
Components:
Object: itsRemove goods
Components:
Object: itsMove goods
Components:
palette good
ConstraintProperty: palette good
Attributes:
size : L3
weight : int
Components:
Object: itsEnergy
Components:
Object: itsPalette_good
Components:
Object: itsWarehouse environment
Components:
warehouse
operations_environment
Object: warehouse
Components:
Object: operations_environment
Components:
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Object: itsExternal entities
Components:
system
ConstraintProperty: system
Attributes:
stacking force : MLT-2
stacking time : T
Components:
ConstraintProperty: attribute dimensions
Components:
Object: Power
Components:
P
ConstraintProperty: P
Attributes:
P1 : [ML2T-3]
Components:
Object: Torque
Components:
T
ConstraintProperty: T
Attributes:
T : [ML2T-2]
Components:
Object: Force
Attributes:
variable : F
unit : N
Components:
F
ConstraintProperty: F
Attributes:
F1 : [MLT-2]
Components:
Object: Time
Components:
t
ConstraintProperty: t
Attributes:
t : [T]
Components:
Object: Size
Components:
Width
Height
Depth
ConstraintProperty: Width
Attributes:
W : [L]
Components:
ConstraintProperty: Height
Attributes:
h : [L]
Components:
ConstraintProperty: Depth
Attributes:
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d : [L]
Components:
Object: Weight
Components:
w
ConstraintProperty: w
Attributes:
w : [MLT-2]
Components:
Object: Unit Space
Components:
V
ConstraintProperty: V
Attributes:
V1 : [L3]
Components:
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The aim of engineering design is to develop
good products. The importance of
systematic requirements analysis to get
quality products is recognized. The product
quality has links to customer satisfaction
and the amount of proﬁt, which are of
business beneﬁt to a company. This thesis
presents a systematic requirements analysis
process in the conceptual design phase. The
approach resides in using the simplest form
of rational design method, the checklist to
place the requirements analysis process in a
systematic and logical format. Rational
methods often have similar aims to the
creative methods, such as widening the
search space for potential solutions and
facilitating a multidisciplinary approach.
The checklist provides a conscious and
systematic transformation of the customer
need to design speciﬁcations. The method
enhances the use of computer modeling and
simulation at an abstract level in conceptual
design. It creates an important basis for
information system management,
integration, knowledge re-use and
collaboration.
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